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Nursing students to conduct health fair
By REBEKAH HURST
Champion Reporter

Liberty University nursing students enrolled
in the Community Health nursing class are
sponsoring a health fair at the River Ridge
Mall on Oct 26 from 4-9 p.m. Thefairisopen
to everyone and free of charge.
The senior nursing students involved will
provide information to Lynchburg residents
regarding stress, nutrition, exercise levels and
blood pressure.
The students will then give each client
ideas based on test results of how to reach or
maintain a healthy lifestyle.
The nursing department finds this style of
community healthcare especially effective

because many of the people involved are from
homes where they are not loved or live in
poverty. The school services help them keep
from paying expensive health bills and provide quality help.
"I like the interaction with all the different
clients and being able to be a resource person
for them," Leigh Benson, senior nursing major
said. "I want to show them that there really is
someone who cares. It's a great experience
because you learn to accept and communicate
with people from all socioeconomic backgrounds."
Students in the class participate in
community health promotion as part of
class requirements.

The class is divided into two groups, the
first group consisting of ten people from the
class and another group will hold a similar fair
later on in the semester although the date and
place have not yet been established. Similar
fairs have taken place in elementary and high
schools as well.
"This is the second time the fair has been
held at the mall," Benson said. "And the previous one was very successful with a lot of
participation from the community."
The comunity health class also provides
observational clinical sites for students once
a week.
These sites include the Adult Care Center,
Daytime Center, Project Reach, Virginia

Debate team makes strides
By JOANNA TEDDER
The LU debate team participated
in the 12th annual "Yellow Jacket
Open" tournament at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Va., against
teams from George Washington University, Mary Washington College,
King's College, U.S. Naval Academy, Boston College and others.
Seven teams represented LU at the
Oct. 2-4 competition in varsity, JV
and novice divisions.
Three LU debaters were awarded
for their excellence in speaking in-

The J V team of Brian Gibbons and
Sandy Noles competed in the varsity
competition, although they did not
advance to the second round.
Out of the four LU teams that debated on the JV level, the team of
Stephen Henkel and John Lee advanced to the quarterfinal round to be
beaten by the George Washington
team thatfinishedsecond.
LU's Lind and Milam were defeated in the quarterfinals by a Mary
Washington College team that won
the JV tournament.
The two JV teams of Dani Linton
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division, who placed third, MikeLind
and Adam Milam on the JV level,
placing fourth and seventh respectively.
"(The tournament) posed a challenge to the whole team," Lind said.

Vezmar and Chris Rhodes failed to
advance in the debate.
In the novice category, AnnaKatherine Smith and John Dickey proceeded to the quarterfinal round,
where they were defeated by Boston

Champion Reporter
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Baptist Home Health Care, Interim Health
Care and the Lynchburg Family Practice Residency Program.
Furthermore, the class provides services in
public health departments such as Campbell
County Health Dept., Appomattox Public
Health Dept., Bedford Public Health Dept.
and Amherst Public Health Dept.
"Each student goes on a clinical each week,
and basically we observe. But we get to do a
lot of interviewing, teaching and paperwork.
You can't do any invasive procedures because of liability," Benson, who currently
works for the Amherst Public Health Department, said.
In congruence with these health depart7T*7*1*f***7'9$*1t.

i

ments, the class is required to participate in
a community assessment project.
This project surveys population, housing,
services provided, food purchases and other
pertinent information concerning the community.
"This is what the public health department
would do to find out about people. It helps
assess what problems are in the community
and try to meet their needs," Benson said.
The community health class is taught by
Dr. Linda Miller and Instructor Hila J. Spear.
"The nursing instructors are very practical,
caring people. They are one on one with us.
They care about us, and they make us feel
confident in ourselves," Benson said.
fmprzvirzzrTTizmrT^

College 2-1.
"It was a very successful tournament for Liberty," Smith said. "(We
were debating in) very competitive
rounds."
Pafford and Kristen Hakala also
competed in the novice division,
beating Navy 2-1 and winning 3-0
against King's College in the semifinals.
In thefinalround of debate, Pafford
and Hakala were knocked from competition by Boston College, lastyear's
first place team in the nation.
David Kester, assistant debate team
coach, expressed approval with the
outcome of this tournament. He said
that LU's teams did "really well."
The next debate tournament will be
Oct 16-19 when the varsity team will
compete at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Senate passes vacation bills
• The second bill, "The Resolution
for
Fall Break Meal Plan" dealt with
Champion Reporter
the
problem of feeding students who
The student senate passed two bills
chose
to remain on campus during
dealing with student vacation days,
fall
break.
as well as two other bills affecting
'There's a lot of students who are
student life.
going
to be on campus, and it's not
• The first of these bills was "The
fair
that
we're not going to be served,"
GoodFridayBill." This bill proposed
Sen.
Rebecca
Medina, author of the
that "Good Friday be observed at
bill,
said.
Liberty University by cancelling all
The bill stated that since there will
classes, as well as chapel, for the
be
a number of students remaining on
day."
campus
during fall break and since
The bill would require that "a volmany
of
those students cannot afford
untary service be set up by the camthree
meals
a day for four days, then
pus pastor's office for those students
Marriott
food
services should remain
who wish to attend."
open
during
fall
break, or the univerSen. Thomas Bartlett, one of the
sity
should
provide
students with a
bill's sponsors, reassured students by
temporary
dining
alternative.
saying mat the cancelling of classes
• A third bill, the "Resolution for
on Good Friday would not in any way
the
Motorcycle Parking Blocks," also
affect the number of vacation days
passed
senate with unanimous conduring Spring Break.
sent.
This bill passed student senate by
unanimous consent.
This bill proposed that "Liberty
By MICHELLE FANNIN

Emergency Services provide for and
maintain motorcycle parking blocks
in each of the 18 campus parking
lots."
This bill would provide more parking spaces for cars, while providing
motorcycle and moped drivers with
convenient parking areas as well.
"These blocks would be inexpensive and as close to the buildings as
possible," Wendi Gibbs, sponsor of
the bill, said.
The "Resolution for Shorts Bill"
also passed senate and is now to be
decided upon by administration.
This bill suggests that "dress shorts
be allowed for official outdoor athletic events, David's Place and the
laundry rooms."
The resolution goes on to say
that "dress shorts must be within acceptable standards of decency and
good taste." PE or gym shorts would
not be included as allowable dress.

Brett Lawler, an LU physical education major, receives a massage from Mary Bateman, a
massage therapist at the Body Works in the Boonesboro Shopping Center, during an exhibit
at the Lynchburg Health Care Coalition held in the Multi-Purpose Center Saturday afternoon.

SACS, VCHE visit LU campus
By BEN LaFROMBOIS

Virginia residents attending Liberty
violates the the separation of church
The Southern Association of Col- and state.
The SACS team indicated that the
leges and Schools, the accrediting
association for Liberty University, Doctor of Ministry program is "as
and the representatives from good as any they had seen," Norm
Virginia Council of Higher Educa- Westervelt, vice president of financial affairs, reported in the
tion visited campus last week.
The SACS team visited to examine chancellor's meeting last week.
"The were very open-minded about
the new Doctor of Ministry degree
our
(financial) situation and very open
offered by the seminary and to obtain
to
our
D.Min. program," Westervelt
information on the financial status of
said.
the university.
"They were positive about die liThe VCHE visited to gain further
information in preparation for a later brary, particularly where the techvisit by council members to inquire nology was," he added.
The SACS team included Dr. Wilabout charges made that state aid to
Editor

liam Rogers, Mr. Doyle Dillard, Dr.
Thomas Estes, Jr., Mr. David W.
Faupel, Dr. William J. Larkin, Jr., and
Dr. Gene Tucker.
The VCHE team made preparation
for a full visit by the VCHE council
members in the near future.
The VCHE "looked at the University in a very cursory way in preparation for a visit by council members,"
Rev. Jerry Falwell said in the
chancellor's meeting.
Falwell was looking forward to the
visit and commented, "They (the
council members) are appointees and
not educators and will be invited to sit
in on any class that they wish to."

Liberty professor works to get creation back in public schools
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

Dr. James Hall, associate professor of creation studies at Liberty University and associate director of the
LU Center for Creation Studies, is the
speaker for a series of creation seminars held in areachurches and schools.
"Christians don't know the scientific evidence for creation," Hall said.
The purpose for these seminars is
to "get creation (teaching) back in the
public schools, to gel the parents
involved and make them aware of
their rights, alert them to the issues
and encourage them to get Christians
on the school boards,"
A Gallup poll taken from the Dec e m b e r , 1991 U.S. News & World
Report presented these results; 47
percent believed that God created
man in present form within the last
10,000 years. The poll goes on to
show that approximately 40 percent
believed mat man has developed over
millions of years from less
advanced formsof life, butGod guided
the process and nine percent believed

that man has developed over millions
of years from less
advanced forms of
life and that God
had no part in the
process.
"It's those nine
percent that keep
creation out of public schools," Hall
said. "Christian
schools
and
churches must
serve as a major
source of truth
about origins for J a m e s Hall

be validly done
with the clear
secular intent of
enhancing the effectiveness of science instruction."
• "A decision respecting the subject matter to be
taught in public
schools does not
violate the Establishment Clause
simply because
the material to be
taught happens to
coincide or harmonize with the
American youth." A s s o c i a t e Director
tenenlssomeorall
Hallbelievesthat C e n t e r for C r e a t i Q n S t u ( j i e s
religions."
many Chrisuans are
being misled by the belief that the • "The Establishment Clause is propleaching of the creation model in a erly understood to prohibit the use of
the Bible and other religious docupublic school is against the law.
However, a Supreme Court ruling ments in public school education only
when the purpose of use is to advance
made on June 19,1987 stated that:
• "In a similar way, teaching a variety a particular religious belief."
oi scientific theories about the origins
Hall used these guidelines to pubof humankind to sc hool children might lish a textbook that gives evidence

for creation without including
scripture by basing it purely on
scientific evidence.
Hall'shook also answers questions
dealing with Cain's wife, dinosaurs
on the ark, dinosaurs and humans
coexistence, cavemen, ice ages, fossils, age of the earth, Noah and the
Flood and the definition of real scientific evidence.
Hall's seminars not only assist
Christians in gaining more knowledge about their beliefs, but deals
with them spiritually also.
"There's been a tremendous reaction," Hall said. "Eight people in
recent months have accepted the
Lord. Studying creation gives them
a revival of interest and a
deepening of their faith. Romans
12:1-2 has more meaning for them.
I had a nephew gel saved because of
the contents of my book on creation."
Hall has also been on several archaeological digs. His most memorable was the excavation of a dinosaur in Colorado with four Liberty
students in 1989 and gelling a carbon
»

date of 16,000 years for the find. He
plans to return this spring or summer.
The strongest opposition Hall has
ever encountered in his efforts to bring
creation to the public attention was
in 1982 when a biology professor
evaluating the biology area, objected to crealionism being taught at
Liberty.
"It became a very emotional issue,"
said Hall. "Eventually, this conflict
became a personal vendetta for this
biology professor, and the news media
was constantly portraying this conflict.
"The ACLU came to the aid of this
professor along with the Virginia
Academy of Sciences," Hall said.
"Investigations proceeded by the
ACLU. The slate recommended that
the course be taken out of the biology
department and placed in the philosophy department. This we did. At this
point, the course was an elective taken
by only eight to 12 students per semester."
Accreditation for the course was
granted in June 1984 under the phiV

losophy department.
The ACLU still objected to Liberty teaching creationism though it
did not hinder the continuation of the
course.
Chancellor Jerry Falwell decided
to establish a center for creation studies in September 1984, offering the
course, conducting research and
maintaining a museum.
The center was built as part of a
new academic building and completed in February 1986, modeled
after the Institute of Molecular Evolution at the University of Miami.
Liberty students are required to
take the course taught by Hall and
Dr. Lynn Lester. More than 600 LU
students take the course each semester.
Hall encourages students to get
involved in the battle for creation
teaching in the public schools — and
the world.
"If we can get Liberty students to
use their major as a tool to infiltrate
soc iety as Christians... why not think
big?"
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Center meets students' needs Yearbook opens
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

The Bruckner Learning Center
offers a myriad of services designed
to boost the achievement of Liberty
University students.
The Center's motto is Isaiah 41:6,
'They approach and come forward,
each one helps the other."
Instituted in 1978, BLC has grown
in facilities as well as student outreach.
"In the fall of 1978, the total in the
classes served was 122. In the fall of
1991, it was 696," Barbara Sherman,
director of BLC, commented.
"We're striving to truly become a
university learning center. We're
meeting the needs of the entire university," Sherman said.
Two ways the BLC is working
toward assisting the whole university
is through study skills seminars and
the tutoring/testing center.
This fall the center sponsored seven
seminars, where more than 1,276 students attended and benefited from the
services.
photo by Murk P«rson
The tutoring/testing center offers
Barbara Sherman (standing) advises Paula Panneman on an
free testing in 50 different courses and assignment in the Bruckner Learning Center, located in the
in a recent semester, administered
Teacher's Education Hall.
2,300 make-up tests.
The main emphasis of the center is dents toward academic success. Sherman stated.
"The whole thrust of the center is
to nurture the student's adjustment Liberty draws students from many
to
provide
a place where students can
and academic success at Liberty.
variations of education. Many
'That's our whole goal to help stu- don't feel totally prepared," come to get academic assistance as

needed. It's also the tool which
the university facilitates (for)
assistance of academic difficulty,"
she continued.
"We want to identify special populations and help to facilitate their academic adjustment," Sherman said.
The BLC houses the advisers the
hearing impaired and learning disabled to assist them in their studies at
Liberty.
In addition to the five CLST
courses, two education courses
required of all education majors are
provided through the Bruckner Learning Center: EDUC 220 and EDUC
221.
"It's teaching teacher 'trainees'
how to teach students in the classroom," Sherman said.
BLC also sponsors seminars to enhance students' scores on professional
tests such as the NTE, GRE and PPST.
The BLC is concerned with expanding its electronic capacities.
"There hasn't been much money
(but) we're working on updating and
trying to add hook-ups for four more
of the computers to the printers,"
Sherman said.
The BLC currenUy employs seven
full-time staff members and one parttime employee.
The Bruckner Learning Center in
TE 139 is open from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays.

creative gallery
to students
By TODD METZGAR
Special to the Champion

The Liberty University 1992-93
Selah includes a new way to showcase the talent of LU students
through a special section in the annual gallery, entitled "Immortalized Imagination."
"In years past, (the gallery) has
been a section of artisdc pictures by
staff members only, but it will now
be open to all students," Jennifer
Blandford, editor-in-chief, said.
Blandford hopes that the change
will encourage more student
involvement.
"It isn't concentrating on people
just taking pictures, but on people
who are artistic in other ways,"
Dawn K. Looney, graphics, layout
and design editor, stated.
Monetary awards will be given to
first place and honorable mention
winners in each category.
The staff plans to award more
than $600 to the category winners,
which will be divided, with first
place receiving more money than

honorable mention.
The literature section will include
categories of both poetry and short
stories.
Short stories should be no longer
than 2,000 words, and the literature
should not be "sensual in nature."
Theart category includes oil paintings, water colors, chalk, charcoal,
line drawings and comic strips. The
yearbook asks that no political editorial drawings be submitted.
Color as well as black and white
photos will be accepted in the photography category.
Color photos must be printed onefourth of an inch larger than publication size, and no photos should be
larger than 9x12 (horizontal).
Also, no posed "model-type" shots
will be considered forjudging.
Selah requests that all entries conform to the standards established in
the Liberty Way.
The contest begins Monday, Oct.
19. The final deadline is Tuesday,
Dec. 1. For more information call
Blandford at extension 2206.

Nursing majors minister to world
By WENDY WILLSON

"At the time when I was there they
were short staffed, so they really put
Several senior nursing majors spent me to work," Hill said.
part of their summer vacation emAt the clinic two full-time nurses
ployed as externs in U.S. hospitals were responsible for ten to 18 paand on the foreign mission field.
tients.
Hill worked an average often hours
• Sally Meekins was employed in a
hospice at Sentara Norfolk Hospital a day.
in Sentara, Va., and learned how to
By going to a foreign country, Hill
face death as a nurse.
discovered thatdifferentnations have
"(A hospice) is a unit for termi- completely different nursing styles
nally ill patients. They (the patients) and learned that knowledge of the
have six months to live. They know different styles is often beneficial.
"It broadens your horizons," Hill
they're dying. It's a way of coping.
They're facing death; it's a comfort said. "It gives you a more general
ideaof what you're going into. Going
measure," Meekins stated.
Meekins became a close friend of overseas gives you a whole new
a 23-year-old terminally ill patient perspective on what nursing is like.
and expected to correspond through It wasn't as rugged as I thought it
would be."
letters with her. ,
However, Hill had to learn to adapt.
Meekins also planned for the patient to visit her at Liberty, but The hospital only had electricity 12
the patient passed away during hours a day.
the summer.
The clinic possessed no electronic
• Diana Hill labored forfiveweeks equipment, and the equipment that
in Togo, West Africa, at a missions was available needed to be constantly
washed, sterilized and reused.
clinic hospital.
Champion Reporter

phot© by Tim Herrmann

Uake Park belts out "Great Bails of Fire" while John Cavanaugh plays the piano at the Coffee House on Saturday.

By REBEKAH HURST

Good Things
are Going on
at OLD MILL

Champion Reporter

The Liberty University King's
Players, consisting of 13 members
and headed by Dr. David D. Allison,
are preparing for another year of productions and tours.
The group has scheduled numerous weekend trips, four within a threehour radius of Lynchburg, as well as
one possible trip to North Carolina.
Also, the group has also scheduled
a 12-day spring break trip to Georgia
and Florida.
The Players consist of "reliable,
hard-working people," Allison said.
"They have a commitment to the
Lord. They are talented and have good
grades. They are a good group in all
respects. A lot of them have had
experience in church groups or in
high schools," Allison said.
Three major plays are set to be
performed, as well as other smaller
plays collaborated with groups such
as Light and Youthquest.
The plays consist of "Family Outings," a story about trials within the

"The Management doesn't just rent you an
apartment...they care about you!"
-Scott Walters, Old Mill Resident
"Quiet, convenient and comfortable!"
-Linwood Campbell, Old Mill Resident
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Mill Stream Lane
Lynchburg, Va * (804)237-2901
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King's Players present
message of slavation

TANNING SALON
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Campus Calendar
• Speakers in Chapel for the weekend
for the week of 10/14 to October 16 and 17
10/19 include:
include:
| Wednesday SGA Friday, (10/16) Late
\ Friday
Dr. Falwell skate, Putt-Putt , Bowl; Monday
Dr. Beck ing and YMCA
Saturday, (10/17) The
• The Shepherd's Club LU Vines Center will be
; holds "Thursday Thun- hosting an NBA game
I der" each Thursday in the against the Philidelphia
I Prayer Chapel at 7 p.m. 76ers and the Seattle
I On Friday morning the SuperSonicsat7:30p.m.
club will be having its Tickets are still available.
weekly "Men's Prayer
| Breakfast" at 7 p.m. in • Batman, starring Mithe cafeteria, special chael Keaton and Kim
1 speakers are to be an- Basinger, will be shown
nounced.
at David's Place Friday
night. For times call ext. :i
• Late night activities 2323.

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN

•Personolizod Attintion *Accopf AH M.ijor Crvdit Cards
'Trained Tanning Consultants

~i

Back To School Special i

CZISZD

10 Visits $249S
l.iniiU'il S[vcial |

Hurry! Call 237-8262 For Appointment
9?0I Timlvrlakc Road (Behind Mcftonalds)

ticipated felt that these externships
and mission trips offered additional
training to the cluneals required of
every junior nursing major at Liberty.
"It's not like going to a job cold
turkey. You know what to expect,"
Meekins said.
"I highly encourage it for other
nursing students. It makes you so
confident to be a nurse," Weirich
said.
The success of this program reflects on the employment success of
the nursing department graduates,
following graduation. Last year's
1991-92 graduates boasted a 100
percent employment rate.
"All of our graduates so far haven't
had any trouble finding jobs," Vicki
Martin, nursing adviser, said.
The Liberty Nursing Student
Association is active on the local,
state and national levels.
Students interested in more
information on available externships
or LNSA, contact Vicki Martin at
ext. 2519.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

Golden image
™

family; ''Catacombs," a play that
portrays the persecution of Christians
during the last days and a final play
titled, "Which Way."
"Catacombs" will be a special presentation that will be shown in the
Lloyd Theater, during thefirstweeks
of the second semester.
Regardless of the themes presented
in the plays, the main purpose of the
King's Players is to spread the Word
of God through their ministry.
"I purpose to communicate the
gospel message through Christian
drama. We're here to help aid the
ministry of the local church through
evangelism and through the building
up and equipping of Christians,"
Allison said.
The Kings Players originally began in 1960 at Asbury University.
Later, when Allison was attending
there, he joined the Players.
In 1975 the dramaclub left Asbury,
and in 1977 they were invited to
Liberty by Chancellor Jerry Falwell.
Allison has been working with the
program ever since.

Hill encountered several African
illnesses and tropical diseases. She
saw both children and adults dying.
• John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Md. was the site of Nannette
Weirich's externship, where she
worked as a clinical student nurse on
a medical floor with heart, liver,
AIDS and dialysis patients.
"I learned a lot about the medical
field because John Hopkins is a
teaching hospital. Nursing wise I got
certified as an IV therapist," Weirich
said.
"l wanted to go to a well known
hospital. John Hopkins speaks for itself. That will carry weight when I
graduate," she continued.
• Todd Eshleman worked in a surgical intensive care unitatPenn State
in Hershey, Pa., concentrating on
critically ill patients suffering from
head trauma.
"(My work included) doing everything a nurse does. You just aren't a
Registered Nurse," Eshleman said.
The LU nursing majors who par-

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Meredes-Benz
(OMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

JACUA

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD„ BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH

FAX (804) 237-1337
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Election 1992
A student's guide to women in
In a recent poll,
Americans were asked if
the Presidential candidates'
wives helped or hurt their
husbands'campaigns.

By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

*
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4% hurts
•

Barbara Bush

Hillary Clinton

litics

Hillary balances career

79% helps

38% helps

• it

Information taken from U.S. Nowa and World Report
Graphic by Sheliie Heckamorn

Hillary Clinton has become not only the
potential new first lady, but also a major campaign issue this year.
Should Bill Clinton be elected she will be
the first career-oriented woman to assume the
role of first lady. This has created a debate
concerning her qualifications to be the figureheadl of American women .
A graduate of Yale Law School, Hillary has
been a partner in the Rose Law Firm since the
70's and has been named among the top 100
most influential lawyers in America by The
National Law Journal, in 1988 and 1991.
Clinton has been politically active, since
her years at Wellcsley College in 1969, where
she stated that "we're searching for more immediate, ecstatic and penetrating modes of
living."
Another of Clinton's radical statements is
found in an article she wrote for the Harvard
Law Review in 1982.
"Along with the family, past and present
examples of such arrangements include marriage, slavery and the Indian reservation
system."
Although, many of her radical statements
were made in her youth there is one issue
which she continues tofight,Clinton is com-

mitted to children's rights issues.
Although children's rights have been asserted traditionally through the parents, Hillary believes that children's rights with their
parents should extend beyond abuse cases,
permitting government intervention.
In 1979, Clinton wrote that society should
"reverse the presumption of incompetency
and instead assume all individuals (of any
age) are competent until proven otherwise."
From 1983 through 1984 she chaired the
Arkansas Education Standards Committee
which succeeded in recommending major
changes in the accreditation standards for
Arkansas public schools.
She has also been involved with the
Children's Defense Fund, where she obtained
her goal of child-advocacy work.
There is no doubt that Clinton is a very capable, dedicated woman. However, there is a
question in the mind of voters as to her competency for the role of first lady.
Many women and men object to her brashness exhibited in a comment given after being
questioned about not quitting her job.
She said, "I suppose I could have stayed
home and baked cookies and had teas, but
what I decided to do was fulfill my profession
which I entered before my husband was in
public light."

Recently Clinton was criticized for her
represention, before the state, of the failed Arkansas Savings & Loan. Although sheclaimed
that she received "not one dime" from her
work, records showed that she received $2,000
a month in legal fees for the 15 months she
represented them.
Since her husband has been campaigning,
Clinton has abandoned many parts of her professional identity, hoping to avoid conflictof-interest questions.
Clinton is adamant is that she and her husband are very pro-family. She argues that any
man sensitive to the needs of a working woman
must be sensitive to the family.
"I know what it's like, and so does Bill," she
said. "He had a working mother, and he know
the problems."
Clinton is more liberal than her husband on
the abortion issue. She stands for unlimited
abortion rights, whereas her husband stands
for parental consent and against government
spending on abortions. She was also strongly
in favor of the ABC child-care program of
1990.
What is a first lady? "A partner," Clinton
answered. "A partner who represents for all
of us a view of who her husband is, as well as
a symbol of women's concerns and interests
at a particular time."

Barbara is a traditional lady First lady molds family values
By CHRISTY WHIDDON

other," said Barbara.
"People like the fact that I love my
For four years Barbara Bush has children and love and adore my husdominat*d4he spotlight of the Ameri- band. People come through lines and
can political stage, leaping to a level whisper, 'Can I hug you? Thanks for
of intense popularity among the bringing back the family.'"
She has noted that "quite a few caAmerican public.
Bush grew up in Rye, New York reer-oriented, professional women,
during the 1930s. She left Smith doctors and lawyers, have suddenly
College her sophomore year to marry realized they weren't very happy with
the future president. She met George their children being brought up by
Bush at the age of 16 and will admit someone else."
During her term asfirstlady, Bush
that she "married the first man I had
has
focused her interests on the issue
ever kissed."
of
illiteracy
in America. She believes
As first lady Bush has revived the
many
social
problems in America
idea of stay-at-home mothering being
stem
from
illiteracy,
creating diffiboth honorable and important. The
culty
in
communication
between
nation has begun to realize that
people.
women who raise their children at
home are an important part of the
Bush has remained committed to
American public.
charity work she was involved with,
"I think there's honestly a yearning before the her husband's presidency.
She currently works with cancer
for the old-fashioned warmth and coziness and family, and people who patients at New York's Memorial
aren't afraid to say they love each Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center at the
Champion Reporter

Washington Home and dishes out
food at shelters and soup kitchens.
She also remains involved in many
"people issues" such as civil rights,
AIDS, education and the needs of
homeless and single mothers.
Barbara has stayed away from stating her political opinions.
She insists that she and her husband
and heragreeon "almost everything,"
but Bush will not speak out on their
political differences because "there
has to be some core of privacy, and I
wasn't elected to public office."
Barbara has proven to be consistent
with her beliefs in all of her actions.
She isfiercelyprotective of her family and unafraid to take a stand among
the minority.
She was the first President's wife
ever to hire a black woman, Anna
Perez, as her personal press secretary
and also expanded the employment
opportunities at the White House for
the first time ever.

EASTERN
EXPOSURE
I summer ministry in Asia
will give you a
new perspective on life.
Teaching English in Japan, studying
Mandarin in China or helping in a tribal village are ways you can demonstrate the love of Christ.
One summer with OMF in Asia can
not only have lasting results but can
answer a lot of questions about the
rest of your life.

OVERSEAS

MISSIONARY

FELLOWSHIP

Regional OHice: 912 RoHngview Lanu. Columbia. SC 29210
National Otiice: SERVE ASIA.10 West Dry Crack Circle. Uttiaton. CO 80120
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By PAMELA WALCK

volved herself in the Revolutionary
War by transporting secret corresponSince the inception of the presi- dence for her husband and the Ameridential role in America, the posi- can army.
She also helped supply army wagtion of first lady has remained an
important aspect in the realm of ons with food and mending kits as
politics. The
^^^mmm^^m ^ " ^ ™ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ well as promoting
morale. Washingwives
of Political a n a l y s i s ton
asked the ConAmerica's
dents
havepresihelped set the extinental Congress to pay her for her
ample of the traditional"Ameriservices, which they agreed to do.
can family."
• Eleanor Roosevelt, considered by
Though various first ladies
many historians to be the most active
have influenced America in defifirst lady in American history, was
nite ways, some of the most
known for her humanitarian deeds.
notedfirstladies include; Martha
Not only did she start soup kitchens in
Washington, Eleanor Roosevelt
the poverty stricken cities during the
Great Depression, but she also played
and Rosalynn Carter.
a significant role during World War II
• Martha Washington, inNews Editor

IS BRIGHT.
KEEP IT
SHINING!

She travelled to various European and South American countries
and gathered information on her
physical handicaps. Later, Mrs.
Roosevelt served as a delegate for
the United Nation's General Assembly and was chairman for the
UN's Human Rights Commission.
• Rosalynn Carter entered the role
offirstlady with gusto as she jumped
into the position of political partner
for her husband. Carter shocked the
American public when she sat in on
her husband's Cabinet meetings.
So as the 1992 election comes to
a close, the first lady will continue
to play a large role in American
politics and in the 21st century.

Dont allow the economic hardships
associated with an accident or unexpected illness to dull the finish on
your education.
Take a look at the AFFORDABLE
benefits of student health insurance
provided at Liberty University by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia.
• LOW rates tailored for a student's
budget.
• Access to a network of doctors
and hospitals who work with
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Virginia to help keep costs
even lower.
• When you need to use one of
the doctors or hospitals in this
"network", you will never receive
a "surprise" bill for covered services. After paying your deductible
and copayment, your bill is paid
in full by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Virginia.
• No hassle with paperwork. Doctors and hospitals in the "network"
will usually file all of your claims
for you.
• These benefits have been specially
designed for Liberty University
and are endorsed by the School
to meet the needs of their student body.
DON'T MAKE THE MISTAKE of
assuming that you already have health
insurance through your family. You
MAY NOT!
It costs nothing to find out about
the benefits provided but it can save
a lot... including your future.
Get all the facts. Visit the Student
Health Center or phone toll-free,
800-282-2231.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
ul VUQK1U

Protecting Your Potential
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Education declines;
Americans suffer
TJ10 American school system, once the world standard and epitome of
excellence^ continues to decay under a myriad of problems. Effects of the
inadequate system receive much publicity such as low te st scores and high
school graduates incapable of obtaining jobs in the marketplace.
Business responds with training programs of their own design. Some
communities initiate programs that permit businesses into the classroom,
aiding in the preparation of future workers. The burden should not be
death to business directly. The school is responsible for producing competent individuals who possess theknowledge to perform career duties.
Internal solutions to the educauonal system fall short. The only successful reforms involve the application of market principles to the system.
American higher education leads the world. Unlike the coercive public
primary and secondary educational system, abundant choice faces college-bound students. Despite f he infusion of public funds into many of
these institutions, the market system operates efficiently.
The healthy competition that exists between higher educational institutionsproducesthebest students-and research. Unlike higher education the
secondary system lacks legitimate accountability through competition.
Though families iand students pay dearly for a college education, the same
should not be expected at the secondary level.
Funds supporting me aichaic public educational system are wasted.
Distributing these same funds through parents to schools where parents
might choose to send their children offers a viable market solution that
would circumvent failed educauonal bureaucracy.
Just as competition produces the best goods at the lowest price, an
educational system based upon competition will produce the best students
at the best price. Nothing more than a complete external overhaul of the
public educational system will displace the educational bureaucracy,led:;
by the liberal National Educational Association, that impedes internal
correction.
Correction is possible, but complete correction does not rest solely with
an improved system. Education begins in the home. Parents should be the
primary educators,
Not until families place greater emphasis upon nurturing the; next
generation will our educational system rebound. Without the foundation
of fai0y support, the child orschobJ will never reach expectations.
Is itlittle bonder that the farrtily was the mainstay of Anglican culture
when the school system perfdm^ superbly? The root cause of a failed
educational system reaches beyond the classroom.
This does not mean marketreformsare unnecessary; rather, they are a
step in the tight djcrectidh because parents will need to take a more active
role in these children's education.
The root cause involves the erosion of beliefs that underghti a strong
family and thus, a strong community. The hope is our generation. Our
parents and the baby boomers have failed. We must not. Now is the time
to prepare ourselves by living the Christian lifestyle followed by most
families no less than 40 years ago. As we begin to actively influence
American society we must advocate the principles that will make our
school system the best in the worlds. Then it will be the best again.

Mission: Let's Improve the LU library
We are all guilty of complaining when it comes to the quality and
innovation of the Liberty University library. Students often offer
complaints without offering solutionstothe problem we all know exists.
Despite the negative attitude rampant among students, The Champion
proposes that we take this issue into our own hands and make a
difference. Coraplauiing about the situation does absolutely no good, in
light of the fact that there is nothing significant either the library or
adrainstration can do at this point
Therefore, we believe the best way to alleviate the problem at this time
is to make use of Our own resources.
The library is doing its part by forming a committee which will
organize donations and solicit suggestions for improvement. We should
actively support this effort.
Students can take an active role in offering our own support and
encourage family and friends to support the effort. Also, groups can
follow the lead of Alpha Lambda Delta National Honor Society which
collected several thousand dollars worth of books last year.
The students can improve the library. It istimeto stop complaining and
move ahead.A little effort and imagination can go a long way.
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Champion Policies
The Champion encourages member!, of the
community to submit letters lo the editor on any
subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words. 'I he
Champion requests that all letters be typed and
signed. Letters appearing in the Forum do not bear
the imprimatur of The Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear the
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property of
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Champion, Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA,
24506-8001.
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One person's opinion

Students sheltered from reality
Christian schools have become much more
desirable in light of the alleged breakdown of
the public education system in America.
Unfortunately, Christian schools are not a
complete solution to the American educational problem.
Christian schools often produce naive students students who are incapable of successfully functioning in the world.
Before you start to hyperventilate, let me
explain myself.
Christian schools shelter students from exposure to the realities of the world. Granted,
as Christians we are expected to live in the
world but not be like the world. However, in
order to be a successful witness and Christian, you need to be able to adapt to his surroundings, while not conforming to them.
Although private schools may provide a
more extensive and higher quality education,
public schools provide much, much more. It
is not "book smarts" (half of which is never
put to use) that determines success but one's
ability to apply "street smarts." A person
needs to be able to master the elements of
society and adapt easily to any given
situation.
Christian schools fail to provide this kind
of education. On die contrary, Christian
schools teach students to become comfortable in a certain atmosphere, usually one that
is conducive to a predominantly Christian
world. Unfortunately, the world is not predominantly Christian.
In order to survive in a world that is not

Brand!
Barnum
Opinion Editor

Christian Viewpoint
Christ-centered, one must have a working
knowledge of what goes on in the real world.
"Working knowledge" does not mean that
one must participate in worldly things in
order to understand them; however, one must
be subjected to these evils and see the destruction they can cause.
Christian schools shelter students from the
world's evils. Although these students know
that such things exist, they can't truly understand them until they have been subjected to
them.
Public schools allow students to see others
partaking in worldly activities. Students are
also able to see the effects of these activities
on a person's life.
Granted, Christian schools are not above
such evils. Many Christian schools have
significant drug, alcohol and sex problems.
For the most part however, Christian schools
are supposedly free of such worldly practices.
Christians need to be able to relate to unsaved people. One cannot relate to another if
he knows nothing about that person's problems. Christians need to step outside of their
comfortable Christian bubble and take a stand
in the real world.

It is fine and dandy to know everything
about the Bible and Christianity, but what
good does any of this do if he can't apply this
knowledge to the world. If he knows nothing
about the world's heartbreak, all the spiritual
knowledge in his head will do no good.
Students who attend Christian schools from
start to finish usually go in one of two directions. They are either so sheltered that they
are scared of their own shadow when in the
real world'. ConsequenUy, they never adapt to
their new environment and live their lives
clinging to someone else for support. Or they
go in the complete opposite direction toward
rebellion.
Often Christians go haywire when they hit
the real world. Those that have never been
exposed to worldly things or have always
been forbidden to do these things, they go
wild and experiment with everything when
on their own.
Admittedly, not all Christians fall into one
of these stereotypes. However, it is becoming
more and more frequent. I believe that children need to learn foundational Christian
principles at an early age. They need to learn
about Jesus and Christianity.
They need to know what they believe and
why they believe it. Therefore, it is good for
a child to attend a Christian school until
approximately fifth grade.
Once a child is firmly planted in Christianity, the child should be placed in a public
school where he can learn to adapt to die
world while becoming a stronger Christian.

Focus must be directed at customers
Employees blame the employer. The employer blames the employees. What about the
customers?
An article appearing in The Champion
criticized some faculty employees for occasionally using the classroom to criticize the
school or spread rumors. The employees
responded with both disgust and suppon.
Some criticize die aniclc for lacking evidence. Although no specifics were mentioned,
an informal survey indicated that the behavior does occur.
However, printing names of employees
was out of the question. The Champion is
not on a witchhunt.
Bolh employees and employer site faults of
the other as the cause of their behavior.Where
are they focused? Where do the customers fit
in? Are they to be the victims?
Most "professional" conflicts are more
damaging than helpful to an institution, especially when the professionals are perceived lo
be on the same side philosophically. The
conflict only distorts the mission of the institution which is to train young people.
The customers don't care who is to blame.
Accepting responsibility for one's actions
demonstrates maturity. Excusing inappropriate behavior by citing another's wrong is a
wrong.

Ben
La Frombois
Editor

The Fountainhead
Unwillingly involved in the controversy is
a third party that is often overlooked. The
third party is die customer-the students.
Teaching should be the central focus of
employees. Any other matters should be
separate from the classroom and mentioned
only within proper context.
Thus, employees have an obligation to create
the most conducive atmosphere to foster
learning.
The employer has the same obligation to
the customer, but in a broader context. The
employer also has an obligation to the employee.
An employer must permit the employees
access to information necessary to perform
their duties. No more is required.
Although, a good working relationship between employer and employee may be aided
through a free ilow of information.
In the same vein, the employer in a university context is not to dictate the details of an
employee's course content, such as choice of

textbooks.
A university may require adherence to
certain foundational beliefs, but the professors should be permitted the liberty to establish die details of the cirriculum.
Unless the minimum standards are violated neither party has much ground to complain for they are able to fulfill their duties.
Concentrating on the peripheral issues
rather than academic interests supplying the
customer's needs causes an unhealthy
atmosphere.
The responsibilities of each party must not
be seen as exclusive and conflicting; they
should be a harmonious and complimentary,
satisfying the customer.
One party cannot accomplish the goal
singlehanded, but the cooperation of both is
required.
The difficulties suggest the focus is often
directed away from customers toward the
periphery.
Thus, the customer becomes the loser, and
the goal is not achieved. In addition, unsatisfied customers often seek another supplier.
Difficulties suggested by both parties are
circular, and a solution involves both. Part of
that solution is to focus on the needs of the
customer within the context dial employer or
employee's duties necessitate.
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SAT scores drop despite increase in spending
First graders taught
new age curriculum
such as meditation

Though more money is injected into the
monolithic infrastructure of our education
p35.3%
system, results do not reflect the amount of
^29.7
dollars being spent.
|J 29.6
National SAT scores have been in steady
j[J27.1
decline since the 1960's while spending for
education has risen. This phenomenon can be
124.5
directly attributed to the departure of basic
"124.1
academic teachings.
3 24.0
Respect must also be reinstated for those
23 5
U who are striving to achieve in academic
areas, not just those who excel in the athletic
arena.
R.J. Hernstein said in his essay, "But We're
Ignoring Our Gifted Kids" that we must
restore the idea of "the educated person." "In
* 1984 data
an education system that produces the edu* * 1983 data .,
Source: Economic Policy Institute
cated person, the criteria must not be compro1
40
30
mised to include the supposition that everyThough national SAT scores continue to one can meet them." (Washington Post,
plunge, educators criticize the government February 2,1992)
The academic standards of a nation must
for lack of funding and low priorities regardnot be lowered for the ideal that all students
ing education.
In reality, budget allotments for 1992 re- will reach the same academic limit someday.
It must be realized that some students will
flected a 38 percent increase for math and
science, an additional $ 100 million dollars for reach the peak of academic success earlier
President Bush's "America 2000" proposals, and with less academic achievement than
and a $401 million dollar increase in Pell others.
More specialized attention should be foGrant funds.

K-12 Expenditures per pupil as a percent of per capita income, 1985
Sweden
Austria
Switzerland
Norway

By BRENT TRIMBLE

Belgium

Staff Reporter

Los Angeles first graders are learning a lot
in the classroom these days. Some of the
subjects they are studying include: reading,
writing, arithmetic and meditation.
Meditation, you ask? Los Angeles first
graders are taught a federally funded New
Age meditation course constructed by the late
Beverly Galean.
Galcan's teaching foundation is based on
the fact that "we are all God" and must focus
on the "inner energy within us." (Spiritual
Counterfeits Journal, Vol. 5, no. 1,1981)
This is hardly a course of study that will
result in higher SAT scores or aid students in
grasping statistics and probability. Yet, teaching methods similar to this are, sadly, not the
exception.
This is another example of the U.S. education system departing from actual teaching
and wasting resources on unmerited, experimental, useless teaching techniques.
A sad day in American history took place

Denmark
Japan
Canada
W. Germany
France*
Netherlands*
U.K.*
Italy**
U.S.
Australia
Ireland*

when the school system abandoned McGuffy
Readers in favor of John Dewey's progressive education.
Dr. Thomas Sowell said, "Throughout this
century, there has been an ongoing struggle
between laymen trying to focus the public
schools on teaching academic subjects while
the educators have increasingly gone off in
the wild blue yonder of endless non-academic
fads." (Forbes, October 14,1991)

cused on instructing these pupils in a vocation
where their interest lies. Every pupil will not
end up a Rhodes Scholar, just as every student
is not mechanically inclined.
A renewal of the basic studies of math,
science and history should replace the teachings of stress management, social sciences
and meditation techniques.
The most important topic in a typical
kindergardener's mind from New York
should not be whether or not he has to learn
"alternative lifestyle studies" but whether he
is simply learning to add, subtract, read and
write.
The only concrete solution to the problem
of sagging scholastic scores is to renew
student's pride and reward for scholastic
achievement.
The drivel of the National Education Association, which is calling for yet more increases in education spending, should go
unheeded.
It should be disregarded as nothing more
than an institution seeking to impress its ideological dogma on the minds of QAmerican
youth.
Let's bring back the three R's and keep
Shirley MacLaine out of the classroom once
and for all.

Japanese Education

America should model
superior education system
By ALLISON BR0PHY
Staff Reporter

Newspapers, magazines and television constantly tell the American
public that Japanese education is
superior to the sorry state of the
American education system.
Instead of putting down the American system, educators should incorporate good aspects of the Japanese
system into the American system.
Before incorporating to much educators should notice some of the horrifying aspects ofrigidityin the Japanese system.
According to Japanese newspaper
accounts, cases such as cruelty resulted in the death of a student.
f Although there are obviously many

tips that Americans could take from
the Japanese when it comes to education, according to the Harvard Educational Review.
First, it is important for the country to realize the effects of school and
family are difficult to separate.
In the short term, there is little to do
about the high rate of broken families
in America, but something can be
done about the economic harm that
divorce inflicts on children.
They suggested that the IRS could
take divorced parents' wages to make
sure that they carry out obligations to
their children.
The federal government currently
takes our wages to cover the obligations we owe our parents in the form
of monthly social security checks for
senior citizens. Why not insure that
children benefit from this money by
improving schools and the education
students receive.
From the eye of the American
public, Japanese families seem very
close knit, sometimes housing and
caring for several generations in one
house.
The priority of the American education system should be to better what
we have now instead of setting unrealistic goals to straighten out all
domestic problems in hopes of solving educational dilemmas.
Another suggestion was to

strengthen and sustain the power of
the local school board. Other countries have established national educational standanrds.
America needs to do the same.
America needs to set some ultimatums as to how well students should
perform. If they don't meet certain
criteria, students should not receive
diplomas.
Lastly, it is imperative that educators focus on the real school problem—not lack of perfection at the top
but failure at the bottom.
When America looks closely at
education, it needs to define the task
of making the worst 30 to 40 percent
much better.
Our country shouldn't always concentrate on adding advanced placement courses and further enriching
schools that already perform very
well.
This is not saying that we should
ignore or neglect that small percentage of those who are "gifted." Educators should listen to the majority's
needs.
The Harvard Educational Review
stressed that we should not try to
make our country like Japan because
it could never beasecondrate version
of the real thing. If we tried to do that,
America would also give up the values that makes it an example to the
world.
If we truly believe that these values
are worth defending, America needs
to show that a society based on them
can continue to succeed.
But as always, no system is completely free of loopholes. Even Japan
has endured some problems with
psychological brutality and corporal
punishment. Ken Schoolland, author
and professor, taught college in Japan
in the mid-1980s and had some pretty
horrifying stories to tell.
He was shocked to learn from
newspaper accounts that a sixteenyear-old high school student had been
killed when her teacher inflicted
excessive corporal punishment on her
because she broke a rule forbidding
the use of hair dryers on a school trip.

Schoolland also noted in his book,
Shogun's Ghost: The Dark Side of
Japanese Education, that corporal
punishment is rampant in Japanese
schools despite its prohibition by
national education law.
He further noted that there is far
too much uniformity in the Japanese
system that will eventually suppress
the weak and average individual.
Although Japan has many effective
teaching methods to offer the American system, it is also true that sometimes Japanese students feel like
they're being pushed too hard with
too much criticism and not enough
encouragement.
It is important for all educators to
realize that children are very vulnerable and crave approval during their
school years. Educators must be careful not to kill children's spirits.
America must make some sense
out of the havoc in the educational
system by promoting the good and
minimizing the bad.
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Schools have abandoned religious values
Students denied fundamental religious rights
By TONYA WALTERS

pressed upon students nor may the
practice ofreligionbe sponsored, and
In the good old days, a morning at no views of any religion are to be
school usually consisted of the pledge imposed.
Is there a difference between the
of allegiance, prayer and the reading
of selected Scriptures by the teacher. old rules and the new ones? Is it going
Well, it's time to say goodbye to to do any good to simply let students
the good old days. Besides the ban- know that religions exist? Why
ning of Bible reading and prayer in doesn't the state allow students to be
schools, students might not be able to taught something they don't already
include the phrase, "one nation under know? Isn't that what school is for?
But when Oct. 31 arrives, one can
God" in thepledgeof allegiance. Not
only is mandatory prayer banned, but be sure that each class will have a nice
prayers in locker rooms have also party and perhaps will even learn a
little something about witches and
been banned.
A new consensus involving aware- ghosts.
The new consensus also suggests
ness of religious practices is setting
new rules about religious instruction that schools show scientific theories
in schools. Rather than ignoring the as just theories and not facts. Unfortopic of religion altogether, the fol- tunately, schools are still only telling
lowing goals have been suggested by students about one theory, the theory
the new consensus: awareness, study, of evolution.
exposure and education of diverse re- Presently, students are practically
being brainwashed into thinking that
ligions.
However, no one religion may be religion doesn't really exist. A pastor

Staff Reporter

named Paul Vitz, who is greatly concerned with neglect of religion in the
school system, studied 60 history and
social studies books in 1986. He discovered that none of the first through
fourth grade books made a single
reference to any religious activity in
contemporary American life.
Fifth grade texts led students to
conclude that religion vanished 100
years ago. One textbook actually
devoted 30 pages to the pilgrims
without once mentioning the fact that
religion was the motive for their journeys. It said they were"people who
made long journeys."
No high school text mentioned any
religious events or referred to any
preacher.
What is this ignorance doing to the
public school system? No one heard
of bomb threats in school or students
cursing and hitting their teachers fifty
years ago. But fifty years ago, religion was not ignored or banned.

Does thetideseem to be turning? If
so, let's just hope that it's for the good
and that it's not too late. Jane Knox,
the North Carolina education commissioner, and members of the California State Board of Education warn
publishers that if they ignore religion
in their textbooks, then they will not
be purchased.
The rewriting of texts has actually
begun. Teachers must be educated in
dealing with new religious material
in textbooks. They will also need help
in confronting prejudices.
These changes are not an excuse for
those who wish to see the school
system make a positive turnaround,
kicking back and propping their feet
on the table of indifference.
Prayer is still banned, as well as religious practice. Thefightmust continue if concerned people want to see
the same happy teachers that hand
condoms out to students start handing
out a real future instead.

Christians forced to take stand; support beliefs on college campuses
By ALLISON BR0PHY
Staff Reporter

Liberty University is a type of haven for the
Christian young person. It is assumed that the
majority of students attending here are indeed
Christians. Therefore, it is very easy for students to talk openly with others about their
faith without fear of being mocked.
There are not many cases of students having to stifle themselves on this campus when
it comes to Christianity. In fact, it is quite the
opposite. Prayer, Bible studies, God and the
Christian walk are exercised individually and
in groups on adaily basis, often more than five
times a day in classrooms, church or chapel.
There is no fear of being rejected for proclaiming one's Christianity. On the contrary,
it is encouraged. But what about those sincere
Christians who attend secular colleges? Their
burden is much heavier to carry.
Tim Stafford, writer for Christianity Today, looked at one of the most socially conscious universities in our nation, Stanlord.
This school recognizes every minority group

and accommodates these groups to full extreme yet shirks the small group of Christian
students on the campus.
FloydThompkins.Stanford'sassociatedean
of the chapel, said, "This university has a
problem. It may end up teaching everyone
about every kino" of diversity without recognizing that one of the most important forces in
the world isreligion.And it's not even religion. It's faith."
Although there is a strong group of Christians attending Stanford, they are often afraid
to voice their opinions for fear of harassment
or rejection.
Stan Oakes, director of faculty ministries
forCampusCrusadeatStanford, thinks Christian students have reason to be pessimistic.
He predicts "problems like we've never seen
before."
He feels that a lot of Christian positions will
become illegal because of multicultural ism.
If someone thinks that all religions are the
same, it can be hale language for a Christian
to say that someone's religion is wrong.

If a believer says that homosexuality is a
perversion, it is seen as hate language. If one
says that God is a father, he would be sexist.
Oakes said that he "senses a tremendous chilling effect on Christian free speech."
It is even harder for Christian college students in secular settings to voice their convictions because non-Christian colleges tend to
be liberal and over-accepting of any new
wind of doctrine.
The lack of Christian faculty members
makes this concept even more difficult. From
the 1,380 professors at Stanford, students
know of only a handful who are Christians.
There may be more, but they tend not to
identify themselves for fear of holding a view
that might be to discriminating in the
university's view.
One student accidentally discovered his
faculty adviser was a Christian. He found that
the adviser believed Christianity should not
be pushed on his students.
In other words, the adviser was afraid to
openly voice his beliefs for fear of

jeopardizing his job.
Instead, he should have trusted God to
keep him stable in his job even if he did
witness to students. What a sad commentary
on Christians in the mainstream!
Despite all the apparent prejudice against
Christians at Stanford including occasional
jokes made by teachers about "religious fanatics," the Christian students at Stanford are
not a repressed minority. Instead they seem to
be bright, attractive and committed.
The students say they learn a great deal
and grow spiritually from the challenging atmosphere they encounter.
But there is always the knowledge that one
must be careful not to voice Christian views
too loudly to avoid offending someone who
doesn't believe similarly.
Students feel free to live their faith, but they
are not free to articulate its implications publicly. They certainly have few mentors to
encourage them.
Some randomly questioned students at LU
take an altitude that Christians shouldn't at-

tend secular universities because the atmosphere is stereotypically full of booze and sex.
What students here need to remember is
that there is a whole field of hurting college
students who have never considered the idea
of Christianity as a lifestyle.
If the students at Stanford and in similai
situations can reach these students, then God
approves.
It is easy to become too comfortable at £
university where Christianity is uplifted and
where the faith Liberty stands for is rarel>
challenged on a campus full of Christians.
It is true that we come in contact will
people off of campus. In such cases where«
person would challenge the Christian faith, i
is important that Liberty students do not por
tray themselves as too snobby or prissy tt
address a "lowly local."
It is easy to stand for Christ at LU. Al
though God ordained this university, the slu
dents here cannot forget that there are othe
Christians fighting a much more difficul
battle at secular universities.
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Formation of Democrat club stirs controversy
lieve the fetus is human until the
back when they blaspheme God or by 150 billion dollars, but his plan allow something as ludicrous as this Editor:
Editor:
twelfth
week. I won't even go into
I am writing to address the students sleep around? What a joke.
also includes a 220 billion dollar in- to happen. I am not saying that the ad- Rodney Bills, who is trying to form
this,
but
life begins at conception.
Now that the moral issues have crease in spending. Is he going to ministration should interfere, but that the Young Democrats club, made no
who plan on organizing a Young
7. He believes homosexuality to
Democrats club here on campus. I been addressed, we must also exam- create this money out of thin air? No. conservative Republican students like less than 11 mistakes in the article
believe it would be a severe detriment ine the economic stance of the candi- He will get it by eventually increasing myself should let these liberals know concerning him in the October 7 be wrong but still a personal choice:
"To each his own, but they are going
to the testimony of Liberty Univer- date whom this club will endorse.
taxes in every income bracket or facej that we are not interested in their anti- Champion.
1. Bills asserts the Democrats arc to suffer in the long run." By this
sity. How can these students support
Many people believe that Clinton's expanding the already enormous fed- Christian views or leftist organiza
a party that believes a tree or spotted proposed tax hikes on the rich will cral deficit. Is this the type of leadlji
s. As forthe students who plan on for the people. However, the modern logic we shouldn't witness but let
owl is more important than an unborn provide relief for the middle and lower ship we want in the White HousJIf organising Mas club, they should re- Democratic Party is an umbrella or- people suffer! We cannot stand by
baby?
classes. This is simply not true. Yes,
I think it would be a serious m istake
wrty they came to Liberty ganization that supports special inter- and let people sin.
8. On church and state, he says the
est groups and liberal extremists, not
The spokesman of this club asserts his tax on the upper income bracket for those who believe in wh|| this
world and politics are secular. The
that he supports Democratic presi- will increase government revenues school stands for to stand idly by
Andrew Dobler the people.
2. He says the ideal society is one world is, but the founding fathers
dential candidate Bill "Slick" Clinin which all are considered equal. intended for religion to influence
ton. As a Christian, how can he endorse a man who lived with his fiance Editor:
the right to do with their &odie& asi Medical School; and even Dr. Ber- The ideal society honors God and government thought. Washington said
helps support its members; the ulti- the foundation of democracy was
for 11 months and is known for his
I am responding to an article in your they wish. Can a womanjlf majf for nard^fransoniffhowasaco-founder
"womanizing?" I don't see how he October 7 issue. You reported on that matter, use drugs? IiiS1hei|fwn of tJ#J^tionari!bortion Rights Ac- mate help would be to lead everyone religion and morality.
9. He says family values are old
can trust a man who dodged the draft Liberty student Rodney Bills who body, right? They are|ji|t h||ing tion League. (Dr. Nathanson obvi- to a saving knowledge of Christ.
3. He says he doesn't totally agree religious ways or traditions and that
and who organized anti-war rallies in wished to form a Young Democrat anyone else, right?
ousjlllajjit prdltehoice any more.)
other countries, to be commander-in- club here on campus. I do not think
May Ifiskyou,Mr. Bills, whatgreat with Clinton but must follow the party. we have to adapt to change. Values
Can a woman be a prostitute? It is
chief of our military.
medical
understanding do you have Wrong. You must follow your val- come from timeless Scripture, unto
this is what we need at Liberty Uni- her own body, right? AS far as Mr.
ues, which must come from the Word which we must adapt.
Bills, the club's spokesman, also versity. We do not need a club here Bills saying that life does not begin at over these people?
10. Bills says conditions must be
believes in gay rights. Why should that supports abortion and allows conception, he is dead wrong. Many
Next thing you know we will have of God.
4. He says the Republicans sepa- equal for all. This is the root of
gays be rewarded for their immoral homosexuality. We do not need a highly respected physicians have someone wanting i!||y. : and lesbian
lifestyle? They have the right to club here that supports a presidential slated tbatfife cannot begin any where club here on campus. Afterall.asMr. rate Christians from secular society. Communism.
11. He says we must impact the
choose whether to be gay or not, but candidate that calls Pat Robertson and else except at conception.
Bills said," I think Christians should Wrong. Republicans have united
secular
world by associating with it.
...
Christians
to
try
to
save
our
nation
they deserve no special treatment from our own Jerry Falwell "irrational
be
open-minded
to
immoral
things,"
:
Who are these doctors, you ask?
However,
Christians must abstain
from
godlessness.
our government.
Sorry,
Mr.
Bills.
Liberty
Univerbigots."
*Bfcy are Dr. Watson A, Bowes, Unifrom
the
world
(James 1:27). I won5.
Bills
says,
"I
think
Christians
sity
does
not'"'need
a
Democrat
Club
Bills goes on to say that "Christians
As for Mr. Bills' stance on abor- fversity of Colorado Medical School;
der
what
he
is
doing
at Liberty if he
should
be
Open-minded
to
immoral
and
hopefully
never
will.
should be open-minded to immoral tion, he says that "women should have • Professor Hymie Gordon, Mayo
wants
to
associate
with
the world.
things."
This
is
j
p
p
|
%
o
f
Scripture.
Andy
Pederson
things." What is that supposed to the right to choose what is done to Clinic; Professor Micheline MatPerhaps
he
should
try
Lynchburg
God
is
not
"opon^mrnded"
concernmean? Are we to pat people on the their bodies." No, they do not nave thews-Roth, Harvard University
ing sin and doesn't want us to be College where his unscriptural views
will be accepted.
tolerant of it either (Rev. 2:20).
necessary
for
Christians
to
become
6.
He
is
pro-choie&and
doesn't
beThey
also
support
the
libei§||homoMark Haskew
Democrats
don't
want
to
sustain
a
Editor:
more
"open-minded
to
immoral
sexual
agenda,
including
hi|||osexsociety
where
allare
considered
equal.
It is hard for us to comprehend the
reasons behind Rodney Bills' and ual marriages and the "right" for loose They want a society where the insults things," and to be "supportive" to
Editor:
Scott Wagner's attempt to bless us couples to adopt children, the op- are equal. This is contradictory Iffbe those committing immrtfa) *|l$Gia : i Editor;
My article for The Champion was
I am writing in reply to the article
s^pirnands us m the Bible to hate the
with the presence of an anti-Chris- portunity for homosexuals to lead gospel which tells us that unles
"i^tne sinner, without of a liberal view and not my own. My about the Democrat club. Rodney
tian, pro-death club on a "distinctly boy scout groups and to teach their man works, he shouldn't eat.
liberal views in our public schools.
Christians cannot promote or en* compromise. Loving the sinner does stance on abortion was not mentioned. Bills was quoted as saying that "ChrisChristian campus."
Republicans too, are for the free- dorse such a proven anti-Christian certainly not mean accommodating Liberal view was what I stated. My tians should be open-minded about
Supporters of a political party endorse that party's platform, beliefs dom of choice. Everyone has the group Ttwould be just as ludicrous as their sin. Hopefully it soon will be- view is that government should not immoral things." He went on to say
and ideology. By supporting the "right to choose" whether or not to the founding by Jews of a cl ub uiNaz i come obvious to Bills and Wagner have a say. If family values are im- that we as Christians should be "supDemocratic Party, Bills and Wagner rob a Seven-Eleven convenience Germany called "Jews for Hitler," It why a Young Democrats club will portant, this is the most important portive and offer help."
support the "right" of mothers to store, but he or she must be punished just doesn't make sense.
How can we as Christians tolerate,
never flourish on a Christian campus. decision there is. I believe that abormurder their unborn children up to when his or her action is immoral and
We agree with Bills that there is a
The Democratic Party is for spotted tion is wrong, but that is not my reason let alone "support" the very things
and including the ninth month of wrong. Homosexuals and women need for Christians in the Democratic owls, homosexuality, abortion, higher for being a Democrat. A vote for that the Bible teaches us are wrong?
pregnancy. The initiators also de- who undergo an abortion have that Party.
taxes, and special interest groups, but Clinton does not mean a vote for Sa- We should be separate from the world,
clare that there should be no restric- same "right to choose." They need to
tan (like some believe). What gov- not advocating the things for which it
However, their role should be to re- certainly not "for the people!"
tions on that "right," including pa- be punished, not promoted for these form the communist nature of their
Lawrence Vaupel ernment would be trying to do is stands such as homosexuality and
rental consent for 13-year-old girls. immoral actions.
party, not comply with it. Is it really
Christiaan VandenHeuvel impose a biblical belief on a secular abortion. In 2 Cor. 6:17 it says,
community. I come from a religious "Wherefore come out from among
background, so I understand the atti- them, and be ye separate, saith the
tude. But nowadays, sorry to say, it Lord, and touch not the unclean thing;
doesn't have much place,. It should, and I will receive you."

in

Prison does not provide a free ride

but it doesn't. In this I hope that

If we as a Christian university do

Editor
done.'
Editor:
with realized their mistakes and vowed people will have a better view of my not support the things of God and
After reading the article written by
They do pay by staying in these
Prisoners are children of God who to live differendy once released. Be- view. Any interested member please stand for what is right, then who is
Allison Brophy, "Prisons provide an small cells, manytimesnot getting a have sinned. All of us have the ability lieve me no one in prison is laughing. call ext. 3412.
gong to?
all-expense paid vacation," over 10 third meal, or a shower for a given to commit murder. The article conRodney Bills
Amy Leach
We're all a part of society. What a
times, I shared it with my friends, day. They lost their freedom, seper- cerning prisoners having an all-ex- pitiful bunch we are that a person
and many of them agreed with her ated from their families and the world pense paid vacation was full of big- would have to resort to breaking the
points. I don't. To get to the main in general. If taxpayers don't help, otry, and I did not see any Christian law for a roof over their head or food
point, I want to say that all prisoners who can keep the jails open for more love "between the lines." What a to eat.
are human beings. They get tired and criminals?
shallow article!
No, I don' t feel sorry for the prisonneed a bed.
And columns which accuse others of
As I read the paper, I see you don't
I wrongly spent two weeks on the ers. They have a debt to pay. I feel Editor:
Perhaps now is the time for The "spreading unfounded rumors," but
They get full and they need to go to even care a bit for them. No more inside before the mistake was cleared sorry for the society which should be
the rest room.They get dirty and they "Hot meals?" Do you want to kill up. I never saw light from day one. preventing its fellow man, child of Champion to re-evaluate the policies then add no specific documentation
of its editorial page. Two weeks ago to back up their claims, are themneed to use a sink. They get hot and them? You are also wrong saying
The other inmates told me that God, from falling to start with.
they need air conditioning. They are that "they are laughing their heads off sometimes it's months before they
No one is laughing in prison. I felt it permitted the publication of an un- selves "unfounded." The writer uses
criminals and they do need "top-notch because they've beaten the system." can get outside for just IS minutes. like a dog, less than a dog. You don't signed, "anonymous" letter critical of the phrase "faculty and staff eight
security." If all these things I just
Many of the prisoners are sorry for The bed was about two feet in length know the psychological effects of the school's cheerleaders, and last times without supplying one substanmentioned sound good to you, why bad decisions they made, and some with a one and a half inch mattress. being locked up until you've experi- week it published a column blasting tiated example.
don't you go and live there for a are there because of false accusa- The food you get isn't worth giving to enced it. How about praying for the faculty, who "often spreads [sic]
Both the letter and the column were
periodoftime/'Freerent?" Whatare tions.
written under the guise of being helpyour dog- literally. A day on the those once in a while? It's the sick rumors, dissent."
you trying to say? These are crimiBoth the letter and the column were ful, but the mean-spirited intent of
Okay, there are stories of people inside feels like a week. You have the that need the doctor. God sees these
nals, and they can not go and work for breaking the law on purpose because pleasure of using the facilities in people as equal to you. How's that potentially divisive, not because they both was betrayed by their unprofesmoney to pay their cell rent.
were true or false, but because they sional tactics. Please, if we must use
for humbling?
many times jail is better than where front of everyone.
Another point that I totally disagree is they live. Many with your ability of
ignored
basic ethical principles of the newspaper to voice our complaint,
Most of the prisoners I had contact
Anonymous
when Ms. Brophy said, "They are writing can write the president to enjournalism.
let's sign our names and try writing
being punished. Yet in many cases courage him to providing jobs and
Unsigned letters prevent readers intelligently.
William Gribbin
jail is a free ride, not a place where homes for such people.
from
verifying
the
leuer's
contents.
Dean
of
Communications
Editor:
cheek. He didn't say we should turn
criminals repay the wrong they have
Marco Chicaiza
I had to send a response to Miss the other cheek for something as
Barnum's September 30,1992 article drastic as willful premeditated murin The Champion entitled, "Electric der.
Chair Represents Wrongful Death."
Matthew 5:39 says, "But I tell you Editor:
was played against Concord was a
To her the death penalty may seem not to resist an evil person. But
How many of you remember last great game on the field, but the fans
too harsh, but my question is: how whoever slaps you on yourright cheek, year's basketball game against Vir- were pathetic. In the first quarter the
much mercy was shown to the victims •** turn the other to him also." I believe ginia Tech that'Liberty lost by only Concord team made more noise than
and their families? She should read Jesus meant you have to be alive to one point? I believe that it was the our student section, and we must have
Exodus 21: 12-14. Also, if she will turn the othercheek since He made no best basketball game I have ever at- outnumbered them at least 15 to 1.
read Leviticus 24:20-21 she will find reference to extreme cases such as tended. The crowd noise and atmosThe "standing-room only" section
that the "eye for an eye..." deals with murder. He reaffirms the Exodus 21 phere were something that you had to was standing with mouths wide open
fighting and disfigurement from which passage in Matthew 5:21.
truly experience. It was incredible.
while the rest of the student section
Jesus said we should turn the other
Forrest R. Cook
This last home football game that justsatthere. Whatdo we, as students
at Liberty, expect from our athletic
teams? Entertainment?
We are as much a part of the game
Editor:
involved in negative campaigning. Carter economics so soon Mr. as the players. The football team and
the cheerleaders are not here for us to
I read with much amusement the We are merely presenting means. If Rooney?!).
letter that you printed in the Septem- these are negative, it is because he
I think that Mr. Rooney should know be Siskel and Ebert. They play their
ber 23, 1992 edition of The Cham- made them that way.
that we Republicans have not, are not hearts out for our school, yet we as
pion written by Doug Rooney enAfter all, the liberal media surely and never will be afraid of Demo- fans just sit (or stand) and don't even
titled "Clinton-Bashing Breeds Dis- isn't going to attack their favorite son. crats, and I don' treally think that God show them our support.
Don't you know the intimidation
gust."
They won't tell the American voters would vote Democratic either this
factor
that students can have on a
First
of
all,
I
would
like
to
remind
the
reason
for
Arkansas'
low
dropout
year.
I
hardly
think
that
God
is
with
a
Send payments to:
Mr. Rooney mat the Democratic Party rate is because only 59 of die over 300 party that has mocked His name and visiting team? Don't you understand
The Champion
stands forjustabouleverything that is school districts report dropouts or that practically removed it from every- that if we got off our "entertain me
anti-family, anti-freedom and, most even with increased federal education thing except our currency, and I be- now" attitudes we would enjoy the
Box 2(XX)0
importantly, anti-God. If he cares to aid, Arkansas ranks fifth highest in lieve that they would try to do that loo football game, and the noise we could
Lynchburg VA 24506-8001
talk about candidate bashing, let's adult illiteracy.
if they thought they had a chance of create would cause our team and
cheerleaders to perform better.
talk about how the liberal media has
And if we have learned anything by getting away with it.
At the next home football game
bashed both President Bush, over the now, it is that anytime a Democrat
Mr.
Rooney,
you
need
to
examine
YKS, please send me The Champion to:
past four years, and Ronald Reagan calls for higher taxes it will surely things and decide what side you are against Troy State on Oct. 17, let's
during his tenure in the White House. mean hitting the middle class once really on. The Champion does a show our team that we don't need to
Both of these great men have taken it again for money that it cannot afford good job of presenting news fairly. be entertained anymore but that we
Address:.
on the chin and lived with it.
to spare, increased deficit spending They also do a good job of presenting want to have a direct impact on the
I think that Mr. Rooney is mistaken and out of control inflation and inter- opinions since they look the time to game and create noise that will be of
when he says the Republican Party is est rates (Have you forgotten about print your letter in support of Clinton. great disturbance to the visiting team.
Phone:.
Jet! Smyth
Forrest R. Cook
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Campus Watch protects, escorts students to dorm
Liberty students provide valuable service for free
By KIM MATHERLY
Champion Reporter

It's a normal Thursday night at
Liberty University, and Campus
Watch, a branch of Liberty's security
system, protects students from harm.
The group patrols the campus each
evening between 9 p.m. and 12 a.m.
for potential danger and escorts individuals to their dorms as an added
precaution.
Thus far, the program has not encountered a lot of crime on campus,
but they feel they arc helping the
school. "They are the eyes and ears
of the campus," security officer Tim
Soyars said. "At the University of
Virginia I saw the success of a similar program that was student-run and
supported, and I believe that LU can
have such a success."
Campus Watch is comprised of
Liberty students who divide into
groups numbering between three and
seven members each, and each group
chooses which night they are able to
scan the campus for unlawful or
dangerous behavior.
Members wearbrightorangecoats,
carry radios to stay in communication with the security office and flashlights to see clearly those dangerous
dark spots on campus. One group

even bought special pol ice issue flashlights which allow them lo scca larger
area at one time. The orange outfits
allow them to be "highly visible"
Soyars said.
Although they usually only sec
couples walking around in darkened
areas, Lt. B.J. Bray said that Campus
Watch has prevented many crimes.
In addition to scanning the campus, the escort program escorts students and faculty members, male or
female, to their car or dorm late at
night. There arc no female members
on the escort program even though
some women on campus might feel
more safe with another woman in the
group.
Campus Watch would like to encourage more students, especially
women, to join Campus Watch and
the escort program. If anyone would
like to get involved in cither system
then they can contact LU security
which docs a complete check of each
applicant's history as an extra precaution.
Although members of Campus
Watch and the escort program receive credit forChristian service, most
of the students involved do it as a help
to students or for the fun of it.
Jason Shoemaker, a prc-law major

at LU, told of how much fun he has on
his Thursday night shift each week.
"Couples arc usually just embarrassed to be caught," a member of
Shoemaker's group, Tim Williams,
said. "I remember one particularly
busy Thursday night when I spotted
several people around the field near
David's Place."
With all thccxcilcmcnt of the watch
Shoemaker said that most members
"play with the idea of being a police
officer." He also stated that there is
no"macho mentality" involved. "The
members do not sec this as a male
protector concept but as a service to
society," Shoemaker said.
"MosUy they just think of us giving
tickets," Bray said. "I would like to
sec more support given to security
since they have more responsibilities
than ticketing cars."
Just as each security member is
qualified to protect students, Campus
Watch members arc trained to do an
effective job. The process of setting
up the professionally-run watch took
about two weeks and involved choosing leaders for each group and training members for their respective
duties.
According to Bray, Campus Watch
provides Liberty a priceless service.

photo by Stwldon Werner

Daniel Vinersar (left) and Darrell Hyatt (right) secure the gate around the football field during
evening rounds. Campus Watch is a branch of Liberty's campus security that patrols the campus
for unlawful and potentially dangerous activity and escorts students safely to their car or dorm
upon request.

Liberty grad opens local coffee shop
By JENNIFER COX
Special to Champion

Cafe Supremo, located in the River
Ridge Mall and owned by 1989 Liberty graduate Gregory Pendell, makes
sipping coffee a memorable experience.
A warm, rich aroma draws the customer into the store where exquisite
flavors and rich desserts tempt one to
sample the various selections. With
names like chocolate macadamian nut,
french vanilla and coconut crcmc,
onccould easily spend thecntirenight
trying to choose.
Pendell designed the store himself

Gregory Pendell
Liberty Alumnus

store "was very risky because Cafe Lynchburg's River Ridge Mall.
Supremo is a little progressive for
Cafe Supremo's business is going
Lynchburg," Pendell said.
very well as sales arc up 22 percent
business.
^ H ^ M M M „„„„„,.„_--„,__,-_
"Lynchburg over the last year.
is limited on
After comPendell, a business management
high traffic major, was a resident assistant at Libpleting market studies "My degree gave me the areas, so the erty for two years and was involved
and obtain- insight I needed to start location was a with wrestling for a year and a half.
ing funding,
toss-up be- "My degree gave me the insight I
my own business."
Pendell test
tween the mall needed to start my own business,"
marketed the
and
Rivcr- Pendell said. Originally from Ch— Gregory Pendell
concept in
mont Avc- ester Heights, Pa., Pendell decided to
— — — — — — — nuc," he said. attend Liberty because "it was the
April 1991.
One obstacle Pendell faced was The current location is temporary, bcstChristiancollegclhall had looked
selling the idea to people who had a and Cafe Supremo will soon be relo- at."
hard time visualizing it. Starting the cating near Lcggct's inside
PcndcH'sadvicctoLibcrty students

and first put the idea together while
on vacation in Seattle, Wash., where
his brother-in-law is in the coffee

is to allow Liberty to provide you
with the ability to grow spiritually,as
well as academically and socially.
"Because those three areas worked
great I or me, 1 met my wile and started
my own business," Pendell said.
Pendell said there is a possibility
of bringing a Cafe Supremo into
Roanoke's Valley View Mall since it
is also owned by River Ridge.
Pendell slays in contact with Liberty through his business. Liberty
students Jeff Dcrnlan and Mall and
Paul Kaminski performed al the cafe
the first weekend of October, and il
also sponsors LLPs CoffccHousc.

"I know where you sit during every meal" Good relationships
require sensitivity,
communication

When a teacher begins the school
year by telling a class that there will
be assigned seats, everyone gets
ticked. But even if the teacher didn't
assign scats, students would sit in the
same place anyway.
You could imagine the uproar if
the school decided to force students
to eat in the cafeteria in assigned
seats. But think now to the first time
that you ate in the new cafeteria (which
by the way, is so big that you cannot
see from one end to the other because
of the curvature of the earth). Where
you sat for your first meal is approximately where you have been sitting
every meal for the past seven weeks.
Don't try to deny it. You and your
friends sit in the same general vicinity
every meal. I can easily see you while
I sit in my common vicinity.
On a given day (x), I usually sit
with my friend (y) to the left of the
center aisle when looking at the aisle
from the kitchen.
By the way, I think anyone that can
prove they have eaten all 21 meals in
one week should inherit the cafeteria.

to your books that you placed on the
bookrack when you first came in. I
John
rarely frequent this area.
Scott
I don't know if this is their own
doing, but faculty and staff seem
Staff Columnist
always to be banished to that strip of
That is so True
tables close to the card computer.
They
get really mad when food lands
If you can prove that you've eaten all
in
their
hair.
147 meals so far you should be able
The center of the right hand secto rule the northern hemisphere.
I have noticed certain patterns as to tion is reserved for people that have
where types of people sit. Take a look
at where you fit in to the spectrum.
The easiest group to pick out is the
athlete. He is usually in the dish return corner. Wrestlers tend to branch
off into the upper portion of the ath•••••
lete section, closer to the rebels.
Ministry teams (YouthQuest,
Light, LU Security), lend to locate to
^•••••*
•••••••••
the right of the athletes.
The booths provide an intimate DISH RETURN
1 Couplaa a n d R o o m m a t a a
environment for couples to sensitively 2 Athlataa
listen to each other and a place for 3 Ministry Teams
roommates to sensitively chew each 4 Education Majors
F r e s h m e n , Ron Pack
other out for the messy room.
X
5 Rebels
If you are into studying, the best 6 People w h o enjoy staring at bare walla
place in the cafeteria would be close

nowhere else to sit because their
common vicinity is full. There must
be some form of a hex committed on
this section because every lime I sit
there I inevitably end up with a renegade raisin or a stowaway chicken
cube in my tossed salad.
Don'lcomplainaboulbeing forced
tosilin the same sealinccrtainclasscs.
Life is one big, unofficial sealing
assignment.

ENTRANCE AREA

7

Shy and Quiet students

B

People who have nowhere else to sit

9

Studious types
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Debate team
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People w h o throw food and yell things
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Answers Please
How do you relieve stress?

By Brian Pratt

"I go shopping."

"I go running
for a few
miles to get
away from
Liberty."
Dan Sherman
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"I call my
friends on the
phone and tell
them my problems." "
Jennifer Kauffmam
E m m a u s , Pa.

Hollie Crowell
Tiberias, Israel

"I talk to
Norm Geisler
and Josh
McDowell."

Earl Todd
Amhurst, N.H.

"I slam dance or
stage dive to a
heavy, guitarinfluenced
groove."

"I like to go to a
gym and work
out or study, so
I don't fail
tests."
(Jisi Sovvge
Asbury Park, N.J.

(Jabe L a m o
Lynchburg, Va.

Have you ever known someone who
struggled with whether or not to "let
go" of a particular relationship? I
recently discovered that distinguishing the warm fuz/ics from old dryer
lint is no easy task.
Last Monday, I strolled through
DcMoss and spotted a friend perched
silently on the brick wall. An opened
book lay passively on her lap, and she
stared at the floor with that "midchapel" glaze in her eyes.
I knew that something was wrong,
but wasn't sure if 1 should approach
her. Females don't respond positively
to cerUiin opening comments. Comments such as "Whoa, do you look
tired," or "Your hair looks, well, different today" are definite female nono's. But saying "Is something
wrong?" teeters on the edge of risking
bodily harm.
Nonetheless, I plopped down beside her on the brick wall and initialed
the conversation. I attempted to make
her smile, but she was as responsive
as Droopy on methane. Finally, I
heard the explanation for her temporary residency in la-la land.
"Saturday marked our six-month
anniversary," she stammered "We ...
we . . . we watched football all day,"
she said in disbelief. "Somehow, it
wasn't the romantic occasion that 1
envisioned."
She explained that things have been
somewhat less than fulfilling for the
past few weeks. "It seems as if he
takes me for granted. He doesn't call
me as much as he used to, and he never
plans creative dales anymore. I'm
wondering if 1 should end Ihc relationship."
Al first, 1 wanted lo oiler some
logical explanation for my fellow
male's behavior. Perhaps there was a
justifiable answer for his actions. Yet,
as 1 thought about it, I realized thai
there is jusl no defense for being a
schmuck.
"How could anyone treat her like
lhal?" I asked myself. "Who in die
world dues he ihink he is to lake her
lor grained?" I couldn't hold il any
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Hart of the Matter
longer. I had to lell her that this guy
was a loser and lo dump ihc bum.
But jusl then, her countenance
changed. I ler eyes began to beam and
she sin iled so big lhal her ears got wet.
I could jusl feel the words lhal followed.
"Bui then again, he's really a great
guy. I haven't told him he hurts my
feelings when he acts like thai," she
admitted. "1 really just need to talk to
him and remind him how I deserve to
be treated. I love him, and ending ihc
relationship is ihc last thing I warn to
do righl now."
She placed her purse between us
and whipped oui a picture of the two
of ihcm together. It pained me lo
admil thai Ihey made an attractive
couple.
She continued lo talk about his good
qualities, and il also dawned on mc
lhal he might actually be a dcccnl
guy. 1 le jusl needs to be a little more
sensitive to prevent losing a very
meaningful relationship.
As college sludenLs, we encounter
casual, professional and intimate relationships on a daily basis. We attend classes, eal meals, share rooms
and go out with odier people.
Occasionally, we experience episodes ol storm and stress caused by
miscommunicalion. We wonder if the
relationship can survive before we
even check lor vital signs.
When we pause and reflect upon
the benclils of Ihc relationship however, we realize iwo important lessons: (1) lhal Ihc relationship is well
worth the effort and (2) lhal il requires sensitivity by both parlies
involved.
The iiii|X)iuuil lliing lo remember
is lhal most heartache is caused by a
luck ol understanding and nol irreconcilable dilleienccs.
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Mission trip changes life forever
By CYNTHIA STROUD
Champion Reporter

Editors note: The following is the
third of a three-part series of jounals written during a missions trip to
Hong Kong.

Saying Goodbye...

• photo by PNII

Senior Sheldon Werner is one of the many Liberty students
who have participated in Searemare, The house of death will
be open every Thursday, Friday and Saturday night for the
next three weekends from after dark until midnight.

Sunday, May 24,1992
I'm leaving Guangzough by train for
the last time. Once again I sit on the
hard scats with the common people.
It is crowded and hot. The scats arc
stacked like bunks and piled with
people — different from anything
I've seen before.
Earlier today I walked down the
streets with Mike and Heather to sec
where the people live. Everything is
gray except the red Buddist banners
on cither side of an Islamic family's
house.
The children arc precious with their
round faces and black hair. They play
marbles in the dirt. I would live in
China just for the children. We saw a
classroom of five year olds singing
and clapping. Their smiles and tiny
hands arc precious. I want to hold
each one of them and say, "Jesus
loves you." I wonder how many will
be saved. Will their lives be touched
asarcsultofmyown? Will the Bibles
we brought ever be in their hands? I

pray even now that someone who can
speak their language will tell them
about the Lord.

really hard. Other days I meet a
person that needs to be encouraged,
and I know I belong here.

Back to America . . .

Looking back . . .

Tuesday, May 26, 1992
Yesterday was the longest clay of
my life as I flew from Hong Kong to
Chicago. 1 experienced the same day
twice as we flew through the night
and back in time. The trip was thirtysix hours long. Kevin picked me up at
the airport. I'm not going home at all
this summer. I'm working in Illinois
selling books for Varsity. I slept most
of today and wailed anxiously to sec
what this job would bring. I was
scared entering foreign territory but
knew this was where I belonged.
China already fell like a dream when
I awoke from my jet-lag sleep. I miss
the friends I made in Hong Kong.

Looking back into my journal entries on China, I sec how God prepared me for this summer. He had a
specific lesson for me to learn. When
I saw the depravity of China's people
I was astounded by the smiles on the
faces of fellow believers. They work
hard all day, without a choice, every
day of their lives. I could not understand the suffering they go through
daily.
Working for Varsity is the toughest, yet most rewarding thing I have
ever done mentally, physically and
spiritually. For the first time in my
life I suffered and struggled with rejection, poverty and persecution.
I compared in my mind this company to the communist government. I
have been forced to keep on working
when I wanted to quit, when I wanted
to give it all up for freedom. They
look away my freedom lo decide for
myself. Yes, they taught mc the importance of commitment, but more
importantly I learned to depend on
God.
Dosloycvski's words ring true —
salvation comes through suffering.

Back to work . . .
Sunday. June 14,1992
Walking from house to house I talk
to many families about the things that
arc most important to them: their jobs,
their kids' education and their religion. I sec so many people who arc
merely existing. I am not satisfied
with mere existence. Animals can do
that! I want to live and experience
life! But the only thing that counts is
what I do for God. Some days arc

His words never rang so true in my
own life as now, when 1 face rejection, poverty, loneliness. Salvation
never seemed so awesome! God's
Word is becoming food for nourishment. My soul has been starved.

Finding j o y . . .
And yet, I have friends. I have
comforts to return to in a matter of
weeks. But those like the Chinese
cannot return to a better place. I
guess heaven looks all the more inviting. I will receive my reward for
hard labor at the end of the summer.
Others will receive a crown in heaven.
A smile sneaks over my face. I
have found joy. I am learning to be
happy in lough situations. I can give
thanks to God for allowing mc to
suffer. It was in His will all the lime.
Now I can better sec how the Chinese
can praise God for persecution. It is
through suffering that we truly experience salvation's joy.
"Whatever you do, work at it with
all your heart, as working for the
Lord, not for men." (Colossians 3:23)
I should not be afraid of the responsibility God has given mc. Power
through God's grace is the result of
suffering. I would love lo go back lo
China and give a part of my life in
ministry lo such a loving people.

Perfect pasta: home-made sauces make the difference
Pasta. The mere mention of the
word evokes images of ricotta cheese
ravioli set on a lake of herbed tomato
sauce. Or perhaps it reminds you of a
cool summersalad of rotini with spring
vegetables and fettucini laced with an
alfredo and grated parmesan cheese.
For those of us town students, it
also means Chef Boyardee spaghetti
and meatballs when the food pantry
is lacking a good grocery run. Regardless of what pasta is to your taste
buds, it is the low-cost yet very nutritious staple of our diet.
The popularity of the different
classes of pasta can be seen in most

Chris
Phelps
Staff Columnist

Chef's Corner
any cookbook or restaurant menu.
From the string and shell pastas to the
lesser-known gnocchi and risottos,
recipes and entree offerings abound.
From a taste standpoint, pasta is rather
tasteless and bland without various
seasonings, herbs and sauces that are
used to give it flavor.

These range from the popular sauces
ofalfredo.marinara/tomaloand clam
to the classic pesto and garlic butter
sauces. When using herbs, fresh basil,
orageno or sage work best. For pasta
salads, the most frequently used
sauces used are mayonnaise, sour
cream and herb vinaigrettes.
From a nutritional standpoint, pasta
is loaded with carbohydrates that the
human body needs to replenish when
energy is used during exercising and
when muscle growth and development is stimulated.
Pasta is naturally low in fat, sodium and cholesterol, but that is
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3 cloves garlic, minced
1 cup pine nuts or shelled walnuts
1 cup fresh basil leaves
1/2 cup virgin olive oil
1 tsp ground black pepper

Method:
1. Cut tomatoes into quarters, puree
in blender
2. Heat pot on stove, saute garlic,
shallot and herb for 1 minute to infuse
flavor
3. Add tomato puree and pepper, simmer on medium heat for 10-15 minutes
4. Serve warm with pasta

Method:

Garlic and basil pesto
Ingredients:

1. Place all ingredients in blender
and blend until smooth,approximately
1 minute
2. Refrigerate until ready lo use

Use:
1. Heal saulc pan on medium heal
2. Have freshly cooked pasta slill
warm
3. Place 1 tbsp of pesto per person in
pan, ihcn stir in pasta and toss until
coated

God's love reaches everyone
Liberty University is not a small
college. In fact, you can easily get lost
in the crowd here. You may feel like
nobody knows you or wouldn't even
care if they did know you. Sure, you
have friends, but they don't really
know, I mean really know, who you
arc deep inside.
Yet you're a talented person. You
can balance straws on your nose, take
a shower and iron your shirt in less
than ten minutes. You can say "good
morning" to your roommate al 5:30 in
the morning even though he allowed
his alarm to buzz for more than twelve
minutes before turning it off. All in
all, you're a down-to-carlh person,
but nobody seems lo think that your
special.
Then, to make matters worse,
"those" come for you. You know,
those tests, those arguments, those
prcssurcs.lhosedatclcssFriday nights,
those home problems, those miserable feelings, etc.
Granted, you know that everyone
gets "those," but that's what bugs
you. You're just another person!
You're just another face in the crowd.
Nobody cares what problems you've

Nelson
Chapman
Staff Columnist

BESIDE STILL WATERS
got because you're just another poor
soul with problems.
Then, the final straw breaks. The
one person on campus that docs know
you, the person you've shared your
trust and feelings with, doesn't seem
lo care when il really counts. Your
feelings arecrushed,and you feci jusl
like... another... person.
King David was treated the same
way. Nobody really thought highly of
him.Hcwasjustaninsignificantshcphcrd boy. Indeed, even when ihc
prophet Samuel came lo David's
hometown, Bethlehem, no one bothered lo even call David lo the ceremony that would eventually crown a
new king. His father and brothers
were there, bul David was not really
important in their eyes and did not
need to be present.
However, God saw David through

diffcrcnicycs. Hcsawlhclad'sworth.
He saw David's humility and his
pursuit of righteousness. The Holy
Scriptures proclaim in I Samuel 16:11 12, "And Samuel said unto Jesse, Arc
here all thy children? And he said,
There rcmaincih ycl the youngest,
and behold, he kecpeth the sheep.
And Samuel said unto Jesse, send and
fetch him: for we will not sit down till
he come hither. And he sent and
brought him in . . . And the Lord said,
Arise, anoint him: for this is he (the
king He had chosen]."
You sec, you don't need to be the
oldest child in your family, stronger
than everyone in your hall, the smartest student in LU or the prettiest lady
in the United Slates to be important.
You can be the simplest person in
ihc world, and God slill loves you
unconditional 1 y (Eph. 2:4). He knows
you're special (Gen. 1:26). He can
slill use you no matter what (I Cor.
1:27).
The Lord God, whochangeda shepherd into a king through trials and
molding, can surely change your life
for Ihc glory of His kingdom no matter
who you arc.
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Fresh tomato sauce
Ingredients:
3 tomatoes, preferably red and soft
1 clove garlic, minced

1/2 cup fresh chopped basil or 2 tbsp
dry basil
1 shallot, minced
1 tsp ground black pepper
1 tsp olive oil
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quickly overcome when heavy,
starchy sauces (like alfredo, which is
basically cream and parmesan cheese)
and flavorings (such as soy sauce and
worcheshire) arc used in recipes.
The bcsl preparation of pasta for a
fat, sodium and cholesterol-conscious
diet is to use freshly-made tomato
sauce or a garlic and basil pesto
sauce, both of which arc listed below.
The combination of seasonings and
herbs in these sauces guarantee great
taste without the detract ions of poor
nutritional value.
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Marines
THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES.

Please see your officer selection team Captain Graham and Sergeant
Hamilton at Demoss Hall on October 22 from 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
or call 1-800-542-5851 in VA, or collect (703) 387-1942.
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Involvement helped Liberty graduate
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ucts and Services in Lynchburg until
he was recently promoted to manager
Hard work and active involvement of sales and marketing and transferred
in extracurricular activities helped to B.W.'s Staunton satellite office.
1991 Liberty graduate Rick Cobb to
Cobb was born in Germany, the
land a highly competitive job after son of a U.S. Air Force pilot. When he
graduation.
was 2 years old, his father retired
In an interview, Cobb advised col- and moved the family to Illinois.
lege students to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • • ^ • •mmmmmmmmma
••••••^•^
During Cobb's
five
years at Libwork hard and c a r e e r e x p o s u r e
erty, he earned two
make themselves
valuable and unique. "Employers re- degrees, including a bachelor of scially respect that," he said.
ence degree in human resource manCobb was hired at B.W. Computer agement and a bachelor of arts degree
Products and Services from a list of in biblical studies with a minor in
50 applicants. When the 1 ist narrowed, Greek.
Cobb said, the choice to hire him was "I originally wanted to be a
ultimately decided by his involve- preacher, but I began to wonder how
ment in extracurricular activities.
I would be able to effectively coun"Involvement made me different," sel married couples when I'm single,"
Cobb said. "The difference made me Cobb said. "I finally decided I wasn't
stand out."
ready to be a pastor, but I finished the
Cobb had been working as account biblical major."
manager for B.W. Computer ProdWhile at Liberty, Cobb was a resiBy STEWART ADAMS

Champion Reporter

A side business
offers potential
for extra income
People all around the country,
including college students, have become increasingly interested in
starting sideline businesses to supplement their income. The problem
is that they may not sure what type
of business to start or how to do it.
The following are helpful tips for
those interested in earning extra
money but afraid to try one of the
suspicious ads in newspapers or
magazines.
There arc a number of business
services in demand today that can
be started without laying out a large
amount of capital. These include:
auto repair, child care, bicycle repair, bookkeeping, carpentry, errand running, food vending, housesitting and cleaning, hauling,
painting, proofreading, sewing, tax
preparation, typing, yard work and
more.
Obviously, some of the services
require prior training or experience
such as auto repair, carpentry .painting, tax preparation and typing.
However, some can be started without prior training or experience.
Often two people will form a
partnership where one runs the job
and one runs the business. But partnerships can be detrimental and
costly if yourpartner is not trustworthy. A sole proprietorship (one
person) is your best bet in the beginning. Eventually, if the business
flourishes, you may consider incorporating for limited liability purposes. Also, forming an S corporation (35 stockholders or less) will
keep the business from being
double-taxed.
Once you havedecided what type
of business you want to start, call or
visit the county clerk to find out if
you will need a license and, if so,
what type. Most likely, any business you starti no matter how small,
will require some type of licensing
and regulation by local government
and certainly state and federal government.
If work is to be done at home, a
call to the local Small Business
Administration will helpclarifyany
questions regarding the regulation
of home businesses. Some cities
restrict businesses in residential
neighborhoods. To find out what
restrictions, if any, are placed on
businesses in residential neighborhoods, contact the local chamber of
commerce.
If you are going to be selling a
product, you may need a state
sales tax license. This permits you
to collect sales tax on products
bought by customers and allows
you to purchase your goods at
wholesale prices. The tax money is
paid in quarterly installments to the
state comptroller's office. To
obtain information conerning the
collection of state sales tax, contact
the comptroller's office in the state
where you are conducting business.
Even though you may not have
employees at first, it is a good idea
to apply for a federal taxpayer identification number from the Internal
Revenue Service. This number is
used for several purposes and can
help you get trade discounts.
A very important aspect of business is obtaining adequate insurance. If you are a painter, you will
need liability insurance and in some
cases, a surety bond which covers
any claims against your business. If
you own equipment, you will need
insurance to cover theft orfire.The
cost of insurance is relatively low
for most types of businesses.
Concerning recordkeeping, be
sure to keep your personal and
business records separate. Also,
keep personal and business funds
in separate accounts. If your business is ever audited, having the
records separate will make the
auditor much happier. It will also
help to keep the business more
organized.
More information on starting a
sideline business can be obtained
by writing to U.S. Small Business
Administration at P.O. Box 15434,
Fort Worth, TX 76119. They offer
many free and low-cost pamphlets
to help you get started.

dent assistant and held a part-time job
at a nursery and landscaping company. In addition, he was president of
the Human Resource Management
Club and worked on the SGA Elections Committee.
"I urge getting involved with clubs
and the community, at least so you
know what's out there," Cobb said.
"My best advice for any majors is to
have a good balance between school
and social life. Don't neglect your
responsibilities, but don't neglect
your friends either."
Cobb said that employers respect
the quality of Liberty graduates
because they have a better work
ethic and firmer moral standards than
graduates of many other schools.
"Those morals arc impressive to employers," Cobb said.
Cobb is now working toward
earning his masters degree in
business administration at James

"My best advice for
any major is to have
a good balance between school and
social life. Don't neglect your responsibilities, but don't
neglect your friends
either."
— Rick Cobb

Madison University at the expense of
B.W. Computers.
"I can't imagine why some people
pass up an opportunity to gel their
M.B.A. for free," Cobb said. "I jumped

at the chance when they offered it to
me." Cobb is considering teaching
at the university level when he gels
his M.B.A. "maybe even at LU," he
said.

Supreme Court bans prayer at school events
By MIKE GATHMAN

ceremonies violates the First Amendment clause
concerning establishment of religion.
The Lynchburg School Board complied with
Lynchburg City Attorney Walter Erwin suited
the recent Supreme Court ruling that school that much of the concern about the decision has
officials cannot encourage or lead prayer with resulted from the local media promoting the
students during school- ^ M m m mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
idea that any form of
sponsored events.
school prayer was
"The school systems
Many people believe
banned. This is not the
that prayer has been could follow their own set case, he said. Coaches
completely banned from
of disciplinary rules if a and players may still
public schools at athletic
pray, but the prayers
coach decides to lead a may not be initiated
events, although the
actual court decision
by a school official.
team in prayer."
clearly states otherwise.
Now that football
— Walter Erwin
season has begun,
In fact, prayer in pub- -•——-—————
lie schools has changed little since the Supreme coaches no longer pray before, during or after
Court's June ruling in the Lee v. Weisman case. the games. However, players still initiate prayer
This decision stated that prayer at graduation on their own and arc not under violation of the

Sports Editor

Supreme Court ruling.
Although the ruling specifically stated that
prayer at graduation violated the First Amendment, the National School Board Association
and the Virginia School Board Association
have analyzed the case and issued memos to
schools, staling that the law applied to all
school-sponsored events.
"This office provides legal advice to the
school system, and we forward information to
the school systems about the impact of the
case," Erwin said. "One of the pieces of information (given to the schools) was an analysis
(of the decision) from the National School
Board Association which slated that the law
included other religious practices such as prayer
at sporting events."
"The Virginia School Board Association has

Essay contest offers students
thousands in cash and prizes
FROM STAFF REPORTS
Computerworld magazine, the Institute ol Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society
and NCR Corporation hope to capture the imagination of college and
university students around the world
by asking them to participate in a
$60,000 "New Ways of Computing"
Essay Competition.
The competition challenges U.S.
and overseas students to envision the
world they will inherit and help to
shape.
"We believe that this competition
will foster new ideas and break through
old ways of thinking about information technology," Giuseppe Bassani,
vice president of NCR Stakeholder
Relations Division said. "These students represent the business leaders
of tomorrow. The essays could offer
novel insights into new ways of computing."
A total of $60,000 in prizes will be
awarded to the three top winners by
the contest sponsors. Selected, awardwinning entries will be published in
Potentials, a student magazine for
up-and-coming engineers and computer scientists.
Undergraduate and graduate students worldwide are eligible to enter.

TRAVEL FREE: Sell quality
vacations to exotic destinations
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, and
Florida. Work for the most reliable
spring break company with the best
commissions/service. Sun Splash
Tours 1-800-426-7710

C L U BS
RAISE A C O O L
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
NO OBLIGATION. NO COST.
You also gel a FKKK
HEADPHONE RADIO
jusl for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext.65

Off-Campus Calendar

Graduate School Forum—U.Va.: The University of Virginia
has scheduled a professional/graduate school forum on ThursThe grand prize winner will be entauon.
day, Oct. 29 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the ballroom of Newcomb
awarded $ 10,000 in cash and an NCR
Entries will>e^u,dgeiL^| t£e,,sta'l$^ r^dLj Approximately 70 graduate programs will be represented.
notebook computer. Second prize is j level by selection corrirnittees comLaw school admissions representatives, as well as MBA and
$5,000 and a notebook computer; third prised of NCR employees, IEEE
other graduate programs admissions representatives, will be
prize is $3,000 cash and a notebook Computer Society members and leadpresent. Liberty University students are invited to attend.
computer. Professors or faculty ad- ers from business and education.
The Career Center in DH 164 (across from the bookstore
visers who work with the three winEssays must be original, unpubentrance) will keep a list of interested students for anyone who
ning students will also be awarded lished work, not to exceed 3,000
would like to work out carpools.
NCR notebook computers.
words. Entries must be typed, doubleWalton's Mountain Museum: Several original cast members
"I think it's competitions like this spaced on one side of 8 1/2 by 11-inch
of
the hit TV show "The Waltons" will attend the grand opening
that give students the opportunity to bond paper. A separate sheet should
of the Walton's Mountain Museum in Schuyler, Va. on Sat., Oct.
exercise their imaginations and ex- list the entrant's name, school, home
24. The museum has four replicated sets including the Waltons
plore the infinite possibilities," Dr. address, essay title and specify the
Fiorenza Albert-Howard, vice presi- student's level in school as either
living room, kitchen and dining room, John-Boy's room and
dent of IEEE Computer Society said. undergraduate or graduate. Pages
Godsey's store. Tickets lor the first appearance at 10 a.m. are
Because the essay contest's scope should be numbered and include the
$25 per person and benefits the museum. To order tickets, write
is so broad— encompassing virtually essay tide in the upper right hand
to: Walton's Tickets, Schuyler Community Center, P.O. Box
any aspect of the future of informa- margin.
124, Schuyler, VA 22969. The Waltons cast will also appear at
tion technology—the sponsors expect
All entries must be postmarked by
2 p.m. There is no admission charge. After Oct. 24, admission
lo receive entries that range from the December 15, 1992 and received by
will be $3 for adults and $2 for children.
role of information technology in January 1, 1993. Entries should be
The Living Christmas Tree: 22nd annual performance, "Whiter
corporations to essays on social and sent to College Essay Contest, ManThan
Snow," at Thomas Road Baptist Church. Performances arc
ethical issues that may arise because ning, Selvage & Lee, 79 Madison
Dec.
5,2
p.m. and 7 p.m.; Dec. 5, 6 p.m.; Dec. 11,7 p.m.; Dec.
of pervasive computer technology.
Ave., New York, NY 10016. More
12,2 p.m. and 7 p.m.; Dec. 13,2 p.m. and 6 p.m. Tickets are now
Judges will be looking for essays information can be obtained by writon sale. All seats reserved. Tickets are $5.00. To order call (804)
that provide an imaginative, well- ing to Sean Glynn, MS&L or by callI 239-9281 or write to: The Living Christmas Tree, Box 20000,
thought-out vision of the information ing (212)213-7192. NCR employees
technology environment that these and family members are not eligible
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001.
students will become pari of in the for me contest.
near future. Specific judging criteria
include: social, technological and
business applications; creativity and
originality; clarity; and skill in pres-

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

C L A S S I F I E D S
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327 6013

been putting on presentations saying the same
thing: prayer is not banned from schools, it
just cannot be initiated by school officials," he
said.
Even though Lynchburg has banned prayer
led by coaches, there arc still districts in the
state which have used theirown interpretation of
the law lo continue allowing prayer at football
games. However, Lynchburg school officials
are using interpretations given them and have
heard little complaints about the case.
Although the ruling exists, there are no penalties mandated to the schools for coaches who
refuse lo abide by the decision. "The school
systems could follow their own set of disciplinary rules if a coach decides to lead a team in
prayer. Nothing was slated in the law concerning
penalties," Erwin said.

Dr. Todd M. MacDowall

FOR SALE: Wedding gown fits
6-16. Sleeveless, ruffled lace
collar, matching train and veil
S200. Call anytime 525-3178.

Liberty University Alumnus

FREE EXAM TO LU STUDENTS W/ I.D.

EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE lo: Country
Living Shoppers, Dcpl. M3, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727
tO*

PL

3012 Forest Hills Circle
Behind 2900 Old Forest Road
Across from our old location

384 - 163 1

Cash For College
Over 3 Million Students Will Qualify For
College Grants & Scholarships This Year...

•Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can win both scholarships
and financial aid awards.
•Learn how much money you are eligible to receive so you can
choose the schools that best suit your true financial need.
For Only $89

OUR GUARANTEE
We'll give you a S25().(K) Savings Bond if you don't qualify for a
grant, scholarship or financial aid from our suggested sources...
Call loday for more information and for a FREE copy of
"10 Ways To Slrelch Your Scholarship Chances!"

804-384-2526

EXAM VALUED AT $50.00

Jewel Box"
'Because foil Can Save 'Money On 'fine 'Jewelry.
10% Additional Savings with Student or
Faculty I.D. on current Sale Prices
DIAMONDS
WATCHES

WEDDING BANDS
14K CHAINS

E235 RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
STORE P H O N E 237-5211
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Maine defense scores 18 in Flames loss
By MIKE GATHMAN
Spoils Editor

Three interceptions returned for
touchdowns by the University of
Maine defense caused the visiting
Flames football team to drop its third
contest of the year 42-20.
The Flames never gained the lead
during the game that dropped the
team's record to 3-3.
"We never really had a handle on
the football game. I thought when
Calvin Thompson returned the fumble
for a touchdown we might pull together and play in concert, but it
didn't happen," LU Head Coach Sam
Rutigliano said.
Although the Flames fell behind
early in the contest, 22-6, the team
fought back and was within nine
points of the lead in the third quarter
when the score was 29-20.
However, it was Maine that made
big plays to win the game. Two intcr-

"We never really had a handle on the
football game. I thought when Calvin
Thompson returned the fumble for a
touchdown we may pull together and
play in concert, but it didn't happen,"
—Sam Rutigliano
Head football coach
ceptions by corncrback Bill Curry
and one interception by Jemal Murph
were relumed for touchdowns leading to21 of the Black Bcars42 points.
"Maine capitalized when they had
to, and the touchdown on fourth down
late in the game really took us out of
the game," Rutigliano said. "Their
defensive line really concerned me
from the beginning. They arc big and
strong, and I think they arc physically
better than we are up front. Our team
is very young on the offensive front."

LU running back Adrian Cherry
continued to run the football effectively as he gained 79 yards on 14
carries. He also caught seven passes
for 50 yards.
Flames wide receiver James
McKnight led the team in yards received with 87on four catches. Justino
completed 22 of 38 passes for 227
yards. He threw two touchdowns, four
interceptions and was sacked six limes
by the Black Bears defense.
The Black Bears struck first in the

opening quarter with a 74-yard interception return by Curry. The score
came on LU's first possession of the
game.
Maine gained a 15-0 lead in the
second quarter on a 4-yard pass from
quarterback Emilio Colon to Brian
Gaine. Placckickcr Mark Shaw then
rushed the ball into the end/one for a
two-point conversion.
Less than 30 seconds later the
Flames struck for the team's first score
of the game on a 55-yard pass from
Justino to McKnight. LU failed in its
attempt to convert for two points
through the air.
Just as LU began toclimbback into
the game, Curry intercepted his second Justino pass and returned it 51
yards for a touchdown. UM's Lincoln McRac ran the ball into the
end/.one for the two-point conversion
to lift the Black Bears lead to 23-6.
The Flames scored the second

touchdown late in the first half on a
26-yard reception by Dion Cook
from Justino. Kicker Daniel
Whitehead booted the ball through
the goalpost to lift bring LU within 10
points, 23-13.
Maine scored another big touchdown with seven seconds left in the
first half on an 11-yard pass from
Colon to Kenny Squires. Maine attempted to rush the I wo-poi nt con version, but failed. The halftimc score
was 29-13.
The Flames began the third quarter
with a Thompson fumble return of 68
yards for a touchdown. Whitehead
kicked the extra point which cut the
Maine lead to nine, 29-20.
The Black Bears began to put the
game out of reach for LU late in the
third quarter when Colon completed
a 25-yard touchdown pass to Tony
S/.ydlowski. Maine failed in its first
point-after kick attempt of the day

which left the score at 35-20.
Midway through the fourth quarter
the Black Bears iced the game when
Murph intercepted a Justino pass and
returned it 27 yards for the touchdown. This made the final 42-20.
Saturday the Flames w i 11 be at home
against the Troy Suite University
Trojans at 1:30 p.m.

Football Game 6
Offensive
Passing: Justino
227
Rushing: Cherry
79
Cash
28
Receiving: McKnight
87
Cherry
50
Cook
44
Jones
44
TDs:
Cook
1
McKnight
1
Defensive
No stats were available from UM.

Men's soccer downs
UMBC for ninth win

By MIKE GATHMAN

during the first half with diving and to give LU a 2-0 lead.
leaping saves. Nine minutes into the
But with 6:21 left in the game,
Two goals by forward James Wright contest a UMBC forward shot a ball UMBC struck for its first goal of
led the LU men's soccer team to a 3- high towards the goal and Ogunniyi the game on a shot by Shawn
1 victory over conference foe Mary- leaped and saved the shot with a de- Miller. Albert Oni picked up the
land-Baltimore County Saturday at flection off his hands. Just as the half assist on the scoring play which left
the LU Soccer Complex.
was ending, Ogunniyi dove to his the score at 2-1.
The win improved LU to 3-1 in the right for another save off the lips of
After this goal the UMBC offense
Big South Conference and 9-2 over- his hands.
began to attack more and pressured
all. Wright's two goals improved his
Less than five H B M B H B w—mo—mmmmt the LU defense.
team leading total to 12 goals and 27 minutes into the
But LU ended the
points.
"After the first goal Maryland mo1
second half Wright
"We needed this win after the loss gave the LU goalie
we relaxed a little mentum and
last week and the rest period for the a lift with his elevscaled the victory
last week," Wright said. "After the enth goal of the bit, and we began to when
Eric
loss (to Coastal last Saturday 3-0) we season. After an
concentrate and Zanakis scored
were intimidated, and it was impor- initial shot that reone minute
play better. How- with
tant for us to win this game. It also bounded off the
left in the game.
puts us in good position with the UMBC goalie,
ever, we need to Senior Brent
conference."
Wright booted the
start playing relaxed Ward assisted
All four goals were scored in the ball in for the score
Zanakis on his
second half of the game after defen- to give LU a 1-0 like that whether or third goal of the
sive battles in the first half. The teams lead.
not we have scored year.
each registered 16 shots on goal for
After this goal
Bell was
the game.
the Flames offense or the game is 0-0." pleased with the
—James Wright performance of
"At halftime wc decided we needed began to attack the
LU
soccer player the team and said,
to change our lackJustcrpcrformancc, ball and created
and we came out more determined in more shots on goal. ——————— — — — ^ — "Every game
the second half," Wright said. "Coach
"After the first goal we relaxed a teams arc coming after us, but that is
gave us a good talk, and we played 1 itlle bit, and wc began to concentrate what the season is about. It's nice to
belter after that."
and play belter," Wright said. "How- be 3-1 in the conference."
The Flames spent much of the first ever, wc need to start playing relaxed
The Flames will play at home again
half playing defense as UMBC ap- like lhat whether or not wc have scored on Saturday, Oct. 17 against Winthrop
or the game is 0-0."
plied pressure on the LU goal.
College starting at4 p.m. This will be
Wright just missed scoring again the sixth conference game of the year.
"They came into the first half of the
game and didn'tplay well. They were less than a minute later on a head shot
Men's soccer
veryflat,"Head Coach Bill Bell said. passed in from the corner of the field.
"Maybe its because wc have been so UMBC goalie Dan Donough dove to
leaders
successful at home, and the players his right for the save which denied
Goals Assists
began to think that it always happens LU the two goal lead.
Wright
12
3
that way. Maybe they thought winHowever, Wright would not be
photo by Brian Pratt
Senitz
6
3
ning was a formality."
denied his second goal of the game.
Men's soccer player Brent Ward prepares to kick the ball during LU's 3-1 win over the University
Ward
4
7
Freshman goalie Charles Ogunniyi With 17:11 left, he headed the ball
of Maryland-Baltimore County Saturday. James Wright scored two goals in the Flames ninth win. helped to keep the Flames in the game into the goal on a pass from the corner Zanakis
3
0
Sports Editor

Women's soccer falls below .500 in shutout
Lady Flames volleyball
splits conference games By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

By JONATHAN C00LEY

the match by a score of 15-8.
Champion Reporter
Liberty battled back to win the
The Lady Flames volleyball team second game 15-10 but lost the
split a pair of conference matches final two games with scores of 15on Saturday at the Maryland-Balu- 10 and 15-9.
more County tournament to keep
Lawson scored 10 kills, 11 digs
the team's record at .500.
and six blocks to lead the Flames
The team now has 11 wins and against Greensboro. Nicole Nice
11 losses for the year including a 1 - put down seven kills and registered
1 record in conference play.
11 digs in the Flames losing effort.
The Flames defeated Radford Nikki Ke/.nor contributed six kills
University four games to one but and nine digs while Miller paced
then lost four games to one to LU with 25 assists.
Greensboro.
Stacy
Meadows
led
Liberty look a two game to none Greensboro's scoring attack with
lead against Radford after winning 10 kills and eight digs. Missi Olson
thefirsttwo games 15-12. Radford had 14 digs and eight kills for
fought back and won the third game UNC-G while Mclanie Trexler
15-4. But the Flames decided the tallied nine kills for her team.
match in the fourth game after winStaci Schram and Tanya
ning by a score of 15-4.
Edmunds set the other Greensboro
Nicole Nice led the Flames to players up by recording 10 and 19
victory against Radford as she led assists respectively.
UNC-G raised its record to 13the team in both kills and digs. She
11
with the victory over the Flames.
finished with 18 kills and 13 digs.
Kim Lawson also played a large
LU women's
role in the win by recording nine
kills.eightblocksand lOdigs. Laura
volleyball leaders
Miller scored 36 assists and 11
852
Assists: Miller
digs.
Anne Fontaine led
50
N.Nice
Radford University with 14 kills
252
Digs:
N.
Nice
and 13 digs while Diedie Davis
Keznor
244
contributed 36 assists in a losing
Lawson
205
effort for the Highlanders.
425
Kills;
N.Nice
The University of North CaroLawson
276
lina at Greensboro defeated the
136
Keznor
Lady Flames in die first game of

The LU women's soccer team
record dropped to 3-4 after suffering
a 6-0 loss to the University of
Maryland-Balumorc County Friday
on the road.
The lady boolcrs started the first
half by holding off UMBC but eventually lost momentum as the game
continued. Although UMBC outshol
LU 12-2 in the first half, both teams'
goalies were equally matched.
UMBC scored its first goal against
the Lady Flames toward the end of
the first half as a result of a slip by LU
goalkeeper Michelle Curtis. The second goal of the game was scored a
few minutes later leaving the first
half score at 2-0.
UMBC'soffenscturncdupthcheal
in the second half scoring four more
goals. The sixth and final goal, with
less than a minute left in the game,
was rebounded in front of the goal for
the score.
The Flames trailed during the
game and managed only three shots
on goal in die contest. Two of the
shots were by Amy Ingalls, and one
was taken by Janice Oliveras.
One bright spot for die lady b(x>iers
however, was dicir ability to shut
down UMBC's leading forward.
"1 was very pleased widi the fact
that Elena Seiple was able to keep a
continuous guard over their leading
scorer," Head Coach Kerry St. John
said. "She has scored in every odier
game of the season, but we were able

pholo by Jell Col*

LU soccer player Elena Seiple dribbles the ball past a UNC-Asheville defender during the teams
1-0 win last week. Seiple helped to shut down UMBC's leading scorer in Friday's 6-0 loss.
to keep her from scoring in Friday's wc were. It is not that we played
game. That was a significant badly. It is just that they beat us."
St. John also commented that the
accomplishment for both Seiple and
game was physically challenging for
for the team."
However, St. John remarked lhat his players in two aspects.
"First of all, die game was chalUMBC was a challenging team, and
LU found it difficult to play at their lenging for die girls that were playing. It was not as bad as the Campbell
level of soccer.
"UMBC has a good program and game, but it was still tiring. Secgood athletes," St. John said. "Their ondly, we missed having Mandi
primary challenge for us was that Limmage and Jeannetle Witlen playihey were stronger and quicker dian ing. Because they are both out with

injuries, it made it harder for the team
to play without diem."
The team is now preparing for the
next game which will be an away
contest against Roanoke on Friday.

Women's soccer
leaders
Bengds
Limmage

Goals
4
3

Assists
0
_

i
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The Great Sports Debate
NHL should keep rule allowing choice to wear helmets
By KEITH MAGNUSON
Champion Reporter

The National Hockey League
finished one of its busiest and most
controversial summers in 1992.
But possibly the most controversial change was to bring back the rule
making it an option for players to
wear a helmet.
Most people believe it is an issue of
public safety much like bicycles or
motorcycles, but long-time hockey
fans such as myself believe that the
mandatory helmet rule instituted in
1979 has been nothing but a detriment to players' safety.
The reasoning for this is simple:
players that wear helmets and visors

become reckless with their sticks.
Many people do not understand that
the reason most hockey players have
limited front teeth is because of the
opposing player using his stick for
things other than controlling the puck.
If you doubt this point, feel free to
take a hockey stick and shove it into
the mouth of the person nearest you.
Then, judging from the number of
teeth on the floor, re-evaluate your
opinion on this subject.
It is a myth that players lose teeth
from skating in front of shoulderhigh pucks.
Players will do anything to keep the
attacking player from the puck. Many
times this means putting their sticks

around the opposition' s body and even
around their heads. It is my theory
that these players would be more
careful if no one had helmets on.
I personally do not believe that it is
a mere coincidence that high-sticking
became a major problem at the same
time helmets became mandatory. I
also fail to believe that it is simply an
accident that nearly every high-sticking infraction is committed by players that wear helmets and visors.
The second reason why helmets
should be optional is the problem of
fans not having any idea what players
look like when they were helmets.
Would Andre Aggasi be a big deal
if tennis players were required to wear

helmets? Doubtful. How about Michael Jordan or David Robinson if
basketball players wore visors and
helmets? My point is simple. People
want to relate to the players they pay
big dollars to see, and if they have no
clue what Cam Neely or Wayne
Gretzky look like, how can these
players become popular?
In football it is far from realistic for
players not to wear helmets. But in
hockey, helmets were only necessary
because of "goons" skating around
trying to reek havoc on players.
Sofirst,get rid of the goons, and do
the same with the helmets. Then
hockey will be a more enjoyable sport
for players and fans alike.

1992 Liberty Flames 3-3
Opponent: Troy State University
Game site: LU Stadium
Lynchburg, Va.
Time:
Oct. 17, 1:30 p.m.
Last meeting: First meeting

Game Day: The football team returns for its first home
game in three weeks. During the three-game road trip,
the Flames only won one game while dropping two high
scoring games to North Carolina A&T and the University
of Maine.
The team is in need of a win to keep the record above
the .500 mark. However, that task will be difficult as the
powerful Troy State University team marches into
Lynchburg. The Trojans are undefeated this year in
hockey if they saw professional
hockey setting good examples for its
seven games.
youngest fans.
In order for the Flames to win, the team will need to cut
Also, let's not forget about
down
on the turnovers that cost a victory at Maine last
lawsuits. Professional sports court
weekend. The team will also have to establish a running
cases already take up valuable time
game to help keep the Troy State offense off the field and
that could be helping citizens with
REAL problems. If a hockey player preserve a lead if gained.
does get hurt he could easily get a
The LU defensive line must give quarterback Robby
lawyer and recover the money lost
Justino time to pass the ball or else it will be a long day
while hurt.
The biggest reason hockey players forthe offense. Last weekthe defense allowed Justinoto
should wear a helmet is for their own
be sacked six times while he threw four interceptions,
safety. All athletes should realize there three of which were returned for touchdowns.
is life after their athletic career is
Running back Adrian Cherry continues to run the
over. It would be a foolish risk for a
football effectively for the Flames. Last week he gained
player to gamble his head which
contains something he will need after 79 yards to lift his team leading total to 386 through six
hockey, a brain.
games. Cherry also leads the team in all-purpose yards
Hockey players, put a helmet on for per game with 123.5.

Helmets should be worn in NHL for players' protection
By RON MUSCOUNO
Champion Reporter

The National Hockey League
should force its participants to wear
protective equipment and should not
have abolished the rule allowing
helmets to be optional equipment.
Hockey is a rough, fast-paced game
that often includes collisions between
players at high rates of speed. These
collisions can seriously hurt a player,
and if it were not for the use of protective equipment, such as the helmet,
many more players would be seriously injured.
A hockey player's career is short
enough without having some preventable head damage stopping it
sooner.
Don't forget that hockey is essentially played for the purpose of bring-

ing spectators to arenas to make
money for owners of the teams and
to make money for the players. If
players were to get hurt seriously
and the fans were continually
seeing this, many fans would stop
watching the game because of its
grotesqueness.
Another reason NHL players should
wear helmets is that it is essential for
hockey's star performers to remain
healthy.
Can you imagine the devastating
effects on the NHL if Wayne Gretzky
were to become seriously hurt without a helmet. He is a very important
factor in hockey's continued growth
after arriving to play for the Los
Angeles Kings.
This concept of drawing fans
through stars is universal in sports.

Every sport has a few athletes who,
because of their exceptional ability,
bring fans out to stadiums and arenas
at an enormous rate.
Such athletes as Michael Jordan,
Dan Marino, Deion Sanders, Barry
Bonds and others have been key to
their sport's appeal to fans. The still
growing sport of hockey should
remember this concept.
Also, professional hockey has an
image problem with the sport's constant fighting and occasional rough
play. The helmets at least let the
hockey fans know that the league
cares about its players and their
future after hockey.
This will also help to sway observers who think hockey is just for bullies. Parents would be more inclined
to let their children participate in

your own safety!

Enjoy last weeks of baseball because game is due for major changes after Series
As baseball season reaches its climax in the playoffs and World Series, we must remember that when
this season ends, the game will undergo modifications that completely
change the future of all teams.
The biggest change to be suffered
by baseball will be the addition of the
expansion Rockies and Marlins.
The addition of these two teams
forces a major league draft where
only a minimal amount of players
from each team will be protected.
What this means is that any player

players can be protected, there will be
a large number of quality players
available to be "stolen." Of course all
Mike
the offensive stars and most pitching
Gathman
staffs will be protected. However, it is
Sports Editor
the above average down to the low
quality players that could be lost.
Sports Shorts
For avid baseball fans this draft
who hasplayedeven one day of major will be highly entertaining. It will
league baseball will need to be placed also provide a time for second guesson the protected list by his team or ing why teams chose to leave certain
risk being lost to one of the two ex- players unprotected.
This draft is sure to effect every
pansion teams.
Because only a small number of team in baseball one way or another.

If one team does not have a player
taken in the draft, other teams in the
division are likely to be effected.
This draft will also have a major
bearing on how active teams are in the
free agent market this winter. Many
teams will be looking to make-up
players lost in the draft by purchasing
a quality player.
Another major change possible
for major league baseball is the San
Francisco Giants proposed move to
St. Petersburg, Ha. Unless the city of
San Francisco completes a deal with

the team to keep it in the city, the
"commissioner committee" will be
faced with the decision of whether or
not to allow this move.
This question also raises another
change baseball is headed for. Who
will become the new commissioner,
or will this group of 10 advisors
continue to rule baseball? This is an
issue which needs to be addressed
soon in order to deal with imminent
changes facing the game.
One change the major leagues have
avoided at least for the time being is

thequesuon of realignment. The group
of rulers have decided not to relocate
and realign the current format.
However, in the future the leagues
will have to face realignment. This
issue will especially become more
heated if teams like the G iants or even
the Seattle Mariners decide to pack
up and leave for richer territories.
So as the Braves, Pirates, Blue Jays
and Athletics finish out the season,
just realize how you remember your
team. By spring training you might
not be able to recognize it anymore!

Sports Notebook
JMU football game
The Liberty University ticket
office has tickets available for the
Saturday, Nov. 7 game at James
Madison University. Tickets are
available for $5 and $10 each.

NFL action
Every Monday night the big
screen in the student center carries
Monday Night Football.
This week's game is the
Cincinnati Bengals at the Pittsburgh Steelers beginning at 9 p.m.
Both teams are playing better than
expected this year, and both have
new head coaches.
Just sign out in your dorm before
coming to the student center. If the
game runs beyond 11:45 p.m., you
may pick up a late night pass from
the manager's office to get back in
your dorm after midnight.

Arms race foot race
The Lynchburg Peace Education
Center is sponsoring the Ninth
Annual Foot Race Against the Arms
Race on Saturday, Nov. 7.

The race will be held at the Blackwater Creek Bike Trail off Hollins
Mill Road in Lynchburg.
The race is a five-kilometers
out-and-back run which will start
at 10 a.m.
The entry fee is $8 before Nov. 1
and S10 after that date. All runners
will receive a souvenir t-shirt.
For entry forms or for information
call Chris at 847-5477 or 846-5902.

NBA ticket sale

zr
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Certainticketsfor the NBA game
on Oct. 17 at the Liberty University
Vines Center have been reduced.
The regular priced tickets of $8.50
and $16.50 have been marked down
by 50 percent.
Tickets are now available for $4.25
and $8.25. For tickets call the LU
ticket office at 582-2178 or 4452.

Sports Schedule
Football: At home on Saturday,
Oct. 17 against Troy State starting
at 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer: On the road
Wednesday, Oct. 14 against
Campbell University starting at
3 p.m. At home on Saturday,
Oct. 17 against Winthrop College
starting at 4 p.m. On the road
Tuesday, Oct. 20 at Towson State
University starting at 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer: On the road
Friday, Oct. 16 at Roanoke College
starting at 4 p.m. At home on
Saturday, Oct. 17 against UNCAsheville starting at 12 p.m.

Women's Volleyball: At home on
Friday, Oct. 16 with conference
matches against Maryland-Baltimore County at 3 p.m. and Charleston Southern at 7 p.m. At home
on Saturday, Oct. 17 with conference matches against Winthrop
College at 1 p.m. and Towson State
University at 5 p.m.
Cross Country: At home on
Saturday, Oct. 17 for the Ron
Hopkins Memorial Invitational
starting at 10:15 a.m.
Tennis: On the road Thursday, Oct.
22 against Virginia Military Institute at Homestead starting at 9 p.m.

MONDAY & TUESDAY . . .

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

little Caesars'

Pizza Pizza!

Two great pizzas! One low price.* Always! Always!

Lynchburg

Old Forest Koad....385-6666

Crossroads (orner....237-2222
Memorial Ave....528-0S08
Timbrook Square....239-3333

Madison Heights
Amelon Square....929-0060

hink about supporting yourself for

At TIAA-CRER we not only under-

twenty-five, thirty years or longer
stand the value of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest
can help make it possible—with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor. Time.
, choices, and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans 75 years.
Time for your money to grow.
Over a million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
America's largest retirement system,
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait tenyears and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$227 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.
Start planning yourJuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those w h o shape it.""

A

*Assuming an interest rait of 7.5% credited to TIAA Retirement Annuities. This rate if used joltly to show the power and effect oj conif>oumhina. Lower or higher rates would
produce very different results. CREt'ccrtifuatts are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individualand Institutional Sewues.
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Harris teeter
3 - DAY SPECIAL
SAVES1.00PERLB.
40-50 CT.

—Last season the Detroit Lions were
riding high in the NFC Central, and
the Minnesota Vikings were riding in
the gutter. This season has been a
complete turnaround Tor both teams.
The Vikings arc riding atop the Central with a 4-1 record while the Lions
arc at the bottom with a 1-4 mark.
This is a must-win for both teams in a
lighidivision. Both jcamssurvivc with
the running game. Detroit's game is
led by Barry Sanders, and Terry Allen leads the rushing attack for the
Vikings. The key to victory for both
teams is to shut down the other team's
running game.

TYSON-HOLLY FARMS?^
GRADE "A"
BONELESS

CHICKE
BREAST

Atlanta Falcons
at San Francisco 49ers

AdditionaTPurchase

—Many predictions for this season
have pitted the Falcons battling the
49crs for the NFC West crown. So far
this season, the 49crs have beaten the
other two teams in the division by a
combined six points. This game will
match two of the best passing games
in the NFL. Don't expect a low scoring game, especially since both teams
come into the contest with two of the
worst defenses in the league. Look
for the ball to be thrown downficld
often. Whichever team can present
more of a pass rush and prevent big
plays will win this game.

LB.

Green Bay Packers
at Cleveland Browns

VALUABLE 55 < COUPON
6.12 OZ. CHUNK LIGHT IN OIL OR WATER

$10 OR MORE
PURCHASE
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Hair is teeter

H

VALUABLE 59 < COUPON
1 ROLL 62 SQ.FT.

—Building an identity is one of the
things both these teams arc striving
for. The Packers enter the game with
a bright young quarterback in Brett
Favrc. The Browns arc sticking with
journeyman Mike Tomczak. The
Browns arc hoping to have Kevin
Mack back running the ball to take
some pressure off Tomczak. The key
to this game is whether the offenses
of cither team can gel on track in time
to win.

Houston Oilers
at Denver Broncos
—Remember the last time Houston
played in Mile High Stadium? The
Oilers would like to forget quarterback John Elway's game-winning
drive which knocked the team out of
the playoffs. The Oilers have to win
these games on the road and try to
gain home-field advantage in the
playoffs. Denver needs the defense to
play big against the passing of Houston quarterback Warren Moon. Denver also needs to be able to establish
some kind of running game to take
pressure off Elway. If the game is

HI-DRI
KSDECORATED TOWELS
PURCHASE
Tim Coupon May Nol
Be Reproduced limit
One Coupon Per f amily
Per Visit With Minimum
Purchase J10 00 Oiler
Good October 14 thru
Oclober 20,1992

COUPON VALUE

close late in the fourth quarter, kx)k
for Elway to carry the Broncos to
The Buffalo Bills, Miami Dolphins, victory once again.
New England Patriots and New York
Jets all have a bye week.
Kansas City Chiefs
By CHRIS BIESIADECKI

Champion Reporter

Detroit Lions
at Minnesota Vikings

MEDIUM
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Chiefs continue war
against NFC East foes
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—The Chiefs must be loving the fact
that their team has to play Dallas one
week after playing the Eagles. The
Cowboysarccomingoff an easy game
against the Seahawks. Both teams
need this win to keep in the race for
the division title. Kansas City comes
in widi a dominating running game
led by Barry Word who carries the
load. Dallas enters the game with
many weapons on offense including The Redskins arc a team looking for
wide receiver Michael Irvin and run- the magic of last year's Super Bowl
ning back Emmiil Smith. For cither season. Mark Rypicn is nol earning
team to win, defense needs to be able the bucks from his prc-scason holdto stop the run.
out The Skins cannot afford to make
careless errors against the Eagles.
Look for the Eagles defense to presL.A. Raiders
sure Rypicn into a few mistakes that
at Seattle Seahawks give Randall Cunningham many
—The cellar in the AFC West has opportunities to score.
never been so crowded. The Raiders
say their team is better than the
Seahawks. This game is one in which San Diego Chargers
viewers would rather be doing yard at Indianapolis Colts
work. Both teams need this win as a —It is evident that ihcsc two teams
confidence booster for the rest of the arc not competing for the playoffs.
season. Raider quarterback Todd Both teams arc young and looking
Marinov ich is actually starting to look toward the future. But a couple of
comfortable in the pocket. To win victories for cither team would be
this game, the Seahawks need to force nice until the future arrives. Colts
him into a lot of mistakes by blitzing quarterback Jeff George is looking
on defense. If not, the Raiders will comfortable in the no-huddle offense.
win another game.
The Chargers have one of the belter
defenses in the league and will try to
pressure George often. The key for
New Orleans Saints
learns is the desire to win. The
at Phoenix Cardinals both
team that wants the game more will
—The fans in Phoenix arc wonder- win.
ing why they wanted a football franchise. The only consistent things the
Cardinals have done since moving Tampa Bay Bucs
from St. Louis is lose and raise ticket at Chicago Bears
prices. Look for the Saints to help the —Who would have thought that the
cause by winning this one. The Saints Buccaneers would have a r^LApr^rccdefense is oncof the best in the league, ord than the Bears after five games?
and they will be pressuring the Phoe- Tampa Bay Head Coach Sam Wychc
nix quarterback all day.
has the Buccaneers playing team
football and quarterback Vinny
Tcstcvcrdc believing in himself. Jim
New York Giants
Harbaugh on the other hand has to get
at Los Angeles Rams over
Mike Ditka nol believing in him.
—For some reason, the GianLs have He called an audible two weeks ago
always had a hard time beating the that ended upcosling ihc Bcarsa win.
Rams. Both teams will be up for this The team that can utilize Ihc running
game despite losing records. Jeff game mosl should win.
Hosteller is at quarterback for the
Giants while Phil Simms is nursing
Cincinnati Bengals
an injury. Both teams arc trying to
rebuild winning franchises, and vic- at Pittsburgh Steelers
tories in these kinds of games help —The Slcclcrs arc continuing to surthe cause. Look for the winning team prise everyone in football. Head
to establish a running game and nol Coach Bill Cowhcr has molded his
give up any turnovers.
troops in his own image. He realizes
how important these games against
divisional
foes arc. The Slcclcrs dePhiladelphia Eagles
fense is leading the league in interat Washington Skins ceptions, and ihc offense has one of
—This is a game John Madden and the leading rushers in the league. For
every oihcr football fan loves to sec. Cincinnati to win this game, the learn
Two teams that hate each oihcr arc has to stop the Slcclcrs run and not
playing for the first time this year. turn the ball over.
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LU student teaches gospel
through sports at Barcelona
By ANDREW BULL
Champion Reporter

The NBA returns to Lynchburg on Saturday when the
Philadelphia 76ers play the Seattle SuperSonics in the LU
Vines Center at 7:30 p.m. Hersey Hawkins (above) drives
to the basket against Michael Jordan of the Chicago Bulls.

LU student Jeff Booker was able to
experience the Olympics firsthand last
summer while the rest of America
watched the games on NBC.
He was one of 30 college students
selected nationwide to go to Barcelona, Spain, with a missions organization called Encounter With Christ.
However, his trip was cut short by the
death of his mother, Joyce Booker,
who had been ill for a long time.
Booker and the EWC team taught
American football to Spanish youth
(three years old through college age)
and presented the gospel after the
sports lessons to anyone who would
stay and listen.
Booker played baseball, soccer
and basketball in high school but
had never played organized football.
Despite that, he was assigned the
position of coaching the wide receivers. He said he learned this role easily
despite his inexperience.
The EWC team members were
greeted like celebrities in Barcelona.
"They were so excited to see that
we came all the way from the United
States. They got a kick out of it.
Everyone there thought we were
Olympic athletes," Booker said.

For mostof the kids, theonly knowledge they had of American football
came from watching their home team,
the World League's Barcelona Dragons. Still, mostof them hadn't played
the game themselves.
"They were very excited to have a
chance to learn," Booker said. "As
soon as word was out that we were
there, the kids swarmed to us. There
were lines to get in the park, and
we had to turn some of them away.
They were hungry to learn about
American football, but also to learn
about the gospel."
The United States Dream Team
center David Robinson came to speak
to the EWC team members at the
hotel where they were staying.
"It was great to see someone so
popular who keeps God first in his
life. The man just shines with Jesus
Christ," he said of the experience.
That was only the beginning of
Booker's adventures. He saw the
Dream Team play Croatia in basketball, held the Olympic torch, mingled
with the athletes and was even invited
to stay in the palace of the Prime
Minister of Nigeria, an invitation he
said he will one day accept
Booker was also given an Olympic
track warm-up jacket by one of the

Jeff Booker
LU student
athletes and was able to meet Dream
Team forward Charles Barkley on
the street in Barcelona.
He said that Barcelona was the most
beautiful city he has ever seen. He
noticeda"senseof togetherness" there
that he hadn't seen in the United Slates.
Booker also saw an improvement
in his Spanish during his stay. He had
three years of Spanish in high school,
but it was not required for the trip.
While there, he began to speak the

language more fluently.
In the midst of all Booker's fun in
Barcelona, his summer dream turned
sour. On Aug. 7, his girlfriend called
to tell him that his mother had died of
a heart attack. She had been ill for a
long time before her death.
He left Barcelona and the
Olympics behind and spent the next
three days catching planes before he
finally arrived in his hometown of
Williamstown, NJ., in time for his
mother's funeral.
"Thosefirstthree to four days were
the most difficult of my life, but it was
a real growing experience," he said
referring to his experience in Barcelona as well as having to deal with the
death of his mother. "I guess the greatest things I learned were to be selfsufficient and to trust God."
"This summer was like eating
an apple and finding a worm in the
last bite. I was on a super emotional
and spiritual high, but it was like I
had the floor pulled out from under
me at the end."
This summer ended as one that
Jeff Booker will never forget. Now
he will focus on finishing his last
three years at LU and look forward
to attending the '96 Olympics
in Atlanta.

LU hockey club prepares for title defense Cross country teams
finish 11th at Furman

By WENDI GIBBS

Under the direction and leadership
Champion Reporter
of Head Coach Gary Habermas, the
As the weather turns colder, the Flames are beginning this season with
LU hockey team begins preparation a slightly altered team from last year.
for defense of its title during the The team graduated half of its forwards including the top two scorers
1992-93 season.
While the team begins its eighth and will seek to improve offense.
year, Liberty students and fans can
"We have the same defense and
expect this season to be one of the nets that we did last year," Habermas
most competitive and challenging in said. "And they are both strong. The
the history of LU hockey because of question will be whether or not we
the quality opponents scheduled. can score."
However, the added competition only
Returning players this year include
encourages the team to try harder in forwards Scott Torrance, Brent Marits quest to achieve the title of de- tilla, Randy Wilkie, Bryan Bauer, Dan
fending Southern Collegiate Hockey Davey and Craig Handwerker. DeAssociation champions.
fensive players include Bret Burrows,

Hockey club wins two vs ODU
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The Flames hockey club upped
its preseason record to 3-0 with a
sweep of Old Dominion University
this past weekend at Lancerlot Arena
in Vinton.
On Friday night, Coach Gary
Habermas' squad blasted ODU by
the score of 13-1. On Saturday night
the team won 22-0.
Dan Davey led the way on Fridaywith three goals for the hat trick in an
attack that saw the Flames outshoot
Old Dominion 59-20.
Randy Wilkie and Scott Torrance
each netted two goals apiece. Others
who contributed in the win were Brian
Bauer, Darren Haagedorne, Brad
Stoney, Brent Manilla, Bret Burrows
and Craig Handwerker with one goal
each.
After jumping to a 4-0 lead at the
first intermission, the Flames in-

creased their lead in the second period to 6-0 before Al Campbell netted
a score for ODU. Liberty continued
to apply the pressure and extended
the advantage to 10-1 going into the
final 15 minutes.
Goalie Bill Holiday had another
solid performance between the pipes,
giving way to promising newcomer
Eric Tetreaux for the third period.
'They were not the greatest competition because they were inexperienced, but as a team we are playing
better," Wilkie said.
Despite the inexperience of the
young Old Dominion squad, Wilkie
feels the Flames offense is continuing
to improve.
The Flames were also encouraged
by the fan support that they received
this weekend.
"The fans were awesome," Bauer
said. 'They gave the team a good
boost."
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Wade Burrows, Dave Bauer and Jeff
Lycett. Goalies Bill Holiday and Jeff
Marshall return to stop opposing offenses at the goal. Bret Burrows returns as team captain.
The Flames ended last season with
an 18-4-3 record. This record was
good enough to rank Liberty fifth in
the club division.
i
"I am excited that we are able to
play in the club division," Habermas
said. "More and more schools are
;
realizing the incentives of being a
^
non-school sponsored, club sport and n§. u
•W ^
w
therefore, schools are making a major
ft •%
movement to become involved in club
sports."
Other universities involved in the
club division include the University Dr. Gary Habermas
of Maryland, Penn State, East Michi- LU hockey club coach
gan University, University of Illinois
and IowaStateUniversity.The Flames Mason, the team is seeking to go to
will be challenging the University of the nationals again this year.
"We would like to be placed in the
Maryland later in the year.
Habermas' key players and leaders top eight again, but with so many
for the year include Wilkie and Brian teams involved in the rankings now,
and Dave Bauer. These players are that may be rather difficult" Habernot only expected to lead the team in mas said. "However, I believe that the
goals but also in attaining three goals boys have the potential to attain this
goal, and we are going to give it our
that the team has set for the year.
"Our spiritual goal is always best shot."
Habermas also commented that he
the same," Habermas said. "We are
always striving to put the Lord first hopes to have an equal balance of
in all that we do. Our team goal is hard- hitting andfinessestyles of play
also always the same. The most on the team.
"Referees are always telling me
important part of a team is unity. I
feel that we are extremely tight as a that LU has one of the hardest hitting
team and therefore, it is the unity teams that they have seen," Haberaspect of the players that is most mas said. "But we also have some
good skaters and scorers. I feel that
important."
After winning thetitleof Southern we own the best defense in the league."
League season begins Oct 30 at
Collegiate Hockey Association last
year in a 5-4 win against George home against North Carolina State.
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ByCHRISTIANNARININGER

in 72nd place with a time of 34:54.
The rest of the men's team finThe LU men's and women's ished as follows: Jason Hofacker,
cross country teams placed 35:53, Mark Rexroth, 36:40 and
11th out of 21 and 22 teams Brandon Horton, 39: 01.
respectively at the Furman
The women's team finished as
Invitational on Saturday.
follows. Urlene Dick was the top
The schools whichfinishedahead finisher for the Lady Flames as she
of the Flames were East Tennessee ended in 20th place with a time of
State, USC-Aiken, James Madison, 19:13.
UVa.,01dDominion,UAB, Atlanta
Jenn Reeder was LU's second
Track Club, Brevard, University of finisher in 56th place with atimeof
Southern Alabama and Georgia 20:25. Christie Riningerfinishedin
a time of 20:31 in 59th place.
Southerly'
The rest of the women's team
The men's team finished as follows. Billy Khan was the top LU finished as follows: J'aime Cowen,
competitor and ran the 10K race in a 20:46; Esther Mills, 21:14; Allison
cross country personal best time of West, 22:07; Dori Lawrenson,
32:21 whilefinishingin 12th place. 23:02.
This meet was the first time the
Dave McCombs was Liberty's second scorer in 47th place with a time team had competed in over two
weeks. The team used the event to
of 33:52.
Eric Welling, running for the first prepare for this week's home meet.
The teams continue the season
time in two weeks because of an
injury, ran the 10K in a time of with the Ron Hopkins Memorial
34:47, scoring 66th place. Jason Invitational at Peaks View Park
Krull gave his teammate a chal- in Lynchburg at 10:15 a.m. this
lenge with a solid personal showing Saturday.

Champion Reporter
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Mountain
Madness

Biker Chris Wilson crosses the finish first in the novice race Saturday on the "Bald Spot."

The bikers competed on trails filled with mud holes and
rocks. The event was sponsored by the LU wrestling team
and Bikes Unlimited of Lynchburg. Above Chris Wilson
reaches for the water bottle shortly after winning the novice
race in a time of 29:27.

Wrestling team, Bikes Unlimited
sponsor race on bald spot
By MIKE GATHMAN

neux with a time of 31:42 and Nathan
Mitchell with a time of 32:48.
Many of the racers entered in the conThefirstannual Mountain Madness bike
race held on top of the "Bald Spot" in- test had never been involved in mountain
cluded 31 racers and prizes totalling over racing before. However, a few bikers had
$500. The race was sponsored by the LU been practicing the course prior to the
wrestling team and Bikes Unlimited of contest.
Lynchburg.
Wilson, the first place finisher in the
Mountain Madness included a novice novice contest, had only been in one prior
race and an advanced race with three mountain race three weeks ago in Charprizes given away to the top three finish- lottesville. The second place finisher
ers in each group.
Molyneux raced for the first time in his
The advanced race was 7.8 miles long life and borrowed a bike from a friend in
and included more than three laps around order to compete.
the rocky paths leading to Camp HideIt was the course which proved to be the
away. Out of eight competitors, the top deciding factor for many of the racers.
threefinishersin the advanced race were There were many rocky trails and holes
Scott Chris with a time of 44:43, Nathan that caused riders to fall and drop out of
Dicken with a time of 48:26 and Mark the two races. Overall,fiveracers dropped
Moehelncamp with a time of 50:17.
out of competition from falls, but none
The novice race was 4.8 miles long and were seriously injured.
included more than two laps around the
"Descending was tough because there
mountain. Out of 23 entries, the top three were lots of deep mud holes. A lot of
finishers in the novice race were Chris people passed (me and others) on the
Wilson with a time of 29:27, Tim Moly- downhill, but they couldn't climb. And

Sports Editor

that is how I finished (second) in the
race," Molyneux said.
LU wrestling head coach Don Shuler
and his wrestlers combined with Bikes
Unlimited of Lynchburg to hold the event.
Many wrestlers served as checkpoint
guards to direct the bikers around trails.
"I always liked bike racing, and we
tried to get a race together last spring.
Many times the wrestlers and I would go
biking up the mountain and I always
thought it would be a great place for a
race," Shuler said.
Bikes Unlimited supplied the gifts for
the top three finishers in each race. The
novice race included gifts of Onza bar
ends worth $60, a Profile piggy back
worth $30 and a bar end system worth
$15. The advanced race included prizes
of Rock Shock suspension forks worth
$380, a Scott AT-4 bar worth $50 and
Delta bar ends worth $30.
Shuler hopes to hold the race annually
as long as he has time to organize the
event.

Three bikers (left) make final preparations for the
race minutes before starting. Keith Parkin (above)
makes final adjustments on his bike.

Photos by Jeff Cota
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